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The NEWS Goes To a Biscuit-Baking Contest
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FORTY FARMERS
ATTEND C Of C
CAYCE MEETING
VEM A CHILD CAN bake good biaculta, point., out Ward
jetuinin local distributor for Mother's Rest Flour, to salesma. I sa,I .4.tiAni. tat ',arr. dons %theta. 4.4p anron, opens a
a sack of Mother's Beat and gets to work, etinat followed
saleemeettrig at Smith's Rose Room last Tuesday evening.

,

Joins RAY ALLISON, another salesman fee/Metber's, Best„
Is tits% adding buttermilk to flour and shortening. This being
his neat attempt at bacuinmaking, he is proceeding cautiously
but sureiy

Kefauver Mayfield Address Saturday
Is Expected To Draw 10,000 Persons

Interest Centers On
Building A Livestock
Show, Sales Pavilion

House Sunday
44 FARMS PLACE c Open
At A. G. Boaz Home
'57 WHEAT ACREAGE
THE SOIL BANK

The Chamber of Commerce
held the first of a series of rural
urban meetings at Caere Hieh
School Tuesday night with the
a'avre P-TA aa hostessiaa. Forty
,nrmitrs of the Cayce eommunity
S r Holly, Office Manager
were guests of the members
f6r Fulton Cotmtv ASC, reporttending.
ed today that 44 Fulton County
F; rmers nlaced 544 acres of
A diseuaaion perigee
was
eonducted by the Ch rrnan of 1 1.57 Wneat Acreage Allotthe Agriculture Co mitten W. ments in the Acreage Reserve
P. Burnette The ocational ag- Soil Bank Program Maximum
rieulture teac
gave a prest- Comnensation for this being,
reas report on the pig chain $1106266. this being 98.4% of
the Chamber of the county allocation, allocated
started
to this county for this purpose.
Comrnere in 1953
CgstIty Agent John Watte
Mr. Holly stated that any
g e a report on the proposed farmer desiring to place cotton,
struction of a livestock show corn or tobacco in the Acreage
and sales pavilion, to be used Reserve for 1957 must, do so by
by the 4-H, FFA., Purebred not later than March 15, 1957.
Breeders. and others desiring to
show and sell livestock in the
area. Several farmers added to
the discussion their ideas on the
need for such a building. Committees have been appointed for
location, financing and planning
such a structure.
The following telegram has
Mr Burnette discussed the been received from Washington.
full program of the Chamber of by Fulton County ASC Office,
Commerce regarding agriculture. Hickman. Kentucky:
stressing
that merchants of
"The 1957 Acreage Reserve
Fulton are dependent on the Wheat Agreement now being
farming income of the area, and signed may be terminated by
that the business men are ready the signer not later than 15 days
and anxious to help in any way after his last 1957 allotment nopossible.
nce has been mailed. If the farm
has a soil bank corn base or a
crop allotment other than wheat,
any 1957 Wheat Agreement may
be revised or terminated by the
signer any time through final
sign up date for winter wheat
Explanation: This means that
Murray State College is busy the farmer will have 15 days
preparing for its 24th annual from the tirrie.hia last allotment
Homecoming which will be held notice was mailed on any commodity in the year 1957, to
on Saturday. October 20
Highlights of the day will in- terminate that agreement This
parade of floats in the means his original notice on
clude
afternoon and a night football corn, cotton and tobacco and
game with Tennessee Tech in not a revised notice."
Cutchtn Stadium
Evening activities will in- Waterfield Will
clude a barbecue ;or the alumni
in the Health Building from 5 Dedicate Building
t,, 6:30 p m The game will beThe new headquarters buildgin at 8 p.m. During the half
the Highway Departtime period, the football queen, ing of
who will be chosen this week, ment's District No. 1 at Paducah
will be presented as will her will be dedicated on October 15,
at 1 p.m. CST. his announcement
attendants.
Following the game the Home- carne today from Jack Carson,
coming dance win be presented Highway District Engineer. The
in the old gym in the Carr dedicatory address will be made
by Lieutenant Governor Harry
Health Building.
Lee Waterfield, Commissioner
of Highways Bert Kiser and
State Highway Engineer D. H.
Here
October
20
Held
Bray will discuss the $100 million road bond issue and a quesYouth Bailey To Be
tion and answer period will folThe officers of the Paris Dis- low.
trict Methodist Youth Fellow-hip are planning a youth ralMOTORCADE FRIDAY
ley to be held at the Fulton.
A motorcade of Fulton High
Methodist Church Saturday, October 20. Young people of all School football boosters will
form at 6:15 p.m. on College
faiths are invited to attend.
The program will include a Street, adjoining the Science
panel discussion on "Alcohol Hall, for the trip to Dresden
and Christian Youth of Today." and the Fulton-Dresden game.
Two of the district officers, All'- boosters are urged to parJudy Browning and Bobby Lo- ticipate.
gan of Fulton will take part on
ARRIVES IN BANDUNG
the program.
A large crowd of youth and
Read Holland and his bride
youth adult workers are ex- are now residing in Bandung,
Indonesia.

ASC ANNOUNCES
ACREAGE BULLETIN

HOMECOMING AT
MURRAY IS OCT. 20

EVERRODY'S BUSY stirring mixtures, pealing out the
dough and cutting biscuits for their numbered pans in the cents...J. Group above. includes Italy Stem. John Ray Allison.
Everett Dedmon, Mick Sanders and Larry Latharn, and they
find that the lob. If meass for a beginner, Is quite simple,
with the new Mother's Rest flour recipe.

FIFTEEN NtiNITEs LATER, plca.ed contestants find that
every pan hits produced light, fluff howitits. (Seated. I to r4:
Elmer lilaker. 3rd place winner. 1.arry Latham. first-place
winner, and Everett lhelmon, second-place winner. (standing,
1 to ra Billy stem, Cletus Wilbanka, Mick Sanders and John
Ray Allison A big campaign featuring the new, simple biscuitmaking recipe using Mother's Real Four will he announced
next week in this area. through the NEWS, over WF11. and hY
direct mail to all hoaholdere Flour is wild locals, at practically all grocery stores1••••••••••••

-jottings from

Jo's
Note Book
•••••••

Remember last week I told
you I wanted to do a little talking about Elvis Presley, but I
don't know whether I can talk
tc you about him at the typewriter or whether I have to get
on a see-saw and talk about him
jumping up and down.
I' won't say WHO is -Elvis
rn just say WHAT
Presley .
Is Elvis Presley, Is he a singer
or a contortionist? What does
this fugitive from epilepsy have
that make even a six-year old
child reel off the names of his

rccordings like saying one-twothree-four? I don't get it.

RIVES AND WING° STUDENTS DEFEAT
RIVALS IN SPELLING COMPETITION

Sixth-grade students at Rives
school defeated their counternarts from Martin, and Wingo
defeated Fulgham in the third
and fourth rounds of the KenTerm Spelling Bee, currently
being conducted every Saturday morning over WFUL, Fulton.
Led by Sandra Forrester, who
was team champion as well as
grand champion for the round.
Rives edged out Martin, 60-55 in
a close contest all the way.
Besides Sandra Forrester, the
Rives team included Linda °semen, Mary Ann Plunk, Jack
McWhorter, Billy Caudle and
Linda Joyce Elam. Teacher is
Martha Weatherford. The Martin sixth-graders were led by
team champion Sue Bell, and included Pamela Wilson, Beta
Newsom, Barbara Jones, Alice
Atkinson and Edward Leggins.
There are three teachers at
Martin.
Then comes Elivs Presley who
In the other contest, pitting
Wingo against Fulgham, a re(Continued on Page Ten)

In my younger years, and I
might say in the not too distant
past. I re-call a fellow by the
name of Nelson Eddy, whose
moon-struck singing matched
the dying cat look in his eyes
and as far as I know none of, the
young people I knew ever had
had convulsions over what he
had to croon. About the same
time there was a fellow by the
name of Bing Crosby, whose
boo-boo-boo-do-clooes had many
a teen-ager holding hands in
the movies, but history does not
re-call any cardiac cases on Tin
Pan Alley or in the aisles of the
flicker-houses. Then Frank Sinatra comes along and he is the
pioneer of the crooners who had
the teen-agers cat-calling and
fainting after he warbled June
Moon, Love-Dove, Want-YouNeed,-You routine.

-111211g

suiting tie forced the contest
into an extra round. with Wingo
barely edeing out Fulgham, 7570. Judy Green, Wingo was team
champion as well as grand
champion for the round.
Besides Judy
Green. the
Wingo team included Connie
Guill, Almalie Boyd, Jerry Page,
Alexander, Miss
and
Jerry
Esther Blalock is their teacher.
The Fulgham team, led by team
champion Carol Bryan, included Carolyn Fowler, Jane Roberts, Gail Courtney and Nettie
O'Neil. Teacher is Swunie Vaden.
The "Spelling Bee" is heard
from 10:15 until 11:15 Saturday mornings over NIV'FUL, and
arclucted. by master of
ceremonies Bing Fiamtdon and
J. 0. Lewis, judge and statistician. All schnols in the KenTenn area have been invited to
_participate, and an elimination
11ontest will determine the winner at the end of the weekly
series.

Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Boaz of
Sedalia, Ky., will celebrate their
sixty-first wedding year with
an open house, at their home on
Sunday, October 14.
All old friends, neighbors, and
relatives are invited to attend.
The hours will be from 1:30 to
5:00 o'clock.

Janice Walker Goes
To Mid-South Finals

CLEMENTS, WETHERBY JOIN KEFAUVER
IN WEEKEND RALLIES IN THIS AREA
One of the largest political
rallies in West Kentucky's history will be held at Mayfield
Saturday afternoon at 2:00 p.m.
at Memorial Stadium when
Senator Fates Kefauver addresses an audience that is expected to reach 10,000 persons.
Appearing on the platform
with Senator Kefauver will be
Senator Earle C. Clements and
Lawrence
governor
former
Kentucky's
tw o
Wetherby,
Democratic candidates for the
U S. Senate, and campaign
chairmen and chairwomen from
surrounding counties in this
area.
Democratic leaders have been
assured by leaders in numerous

Janice Walker, 15-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs J. C.
Walker of Fulgham, advanced
to the "sweepstakes" in musical
contests at the Mid-South Fair
in Memphis, Tenn., last week
end before being eliminated.
Competing in the instrumental division with her electric organ, she won out over 32 other
contestants for first place to receive a blue ribbon, forty dollars, an appearance on a MemAmos Ward of the Shiloh comphis television station and the
right to participate in the munity in Hickman county was
named chairman of the directors
"sweepstakes."
of the Obion Creek Watershed
Conservancy District at a meetFormer Trainmaster
ing of the board in Clinton
Tuesday night, September 18.
Dies At Jackson
The board is made up of five
A. W. Ellington, reared traindirectors from Hickman county
master of the 'Illinois Central
and three each from Fulton,
Railroad, died at ,the Jackson
Carlisle and Graven counties.
General Hospital Monday He
Joe Thompson orthe St. Denis
was 84.
community, also in Hickman
Services were held at 10
county, was named vies *OrTuesday morning at Griffin Fuman; Benny Berryhill of Arlingneral Home with the Rev. J. M.
ton Route 1,.also in Hickman
Looney officiating. Burial was
county, secretary; and Roy Berin Riverside Cemetery, in Jackry of Carlisle county was electson, Tenn.
ed treasurer.
Mr. Ellington was graduated
Other directors from Hickfrom the University of Tennessee He was a member. of the, man county are Lowell Courtney and Bill Dowdy.
Elks Club and was a PresbyIn addition to Berry, directors
terian.
from Carlisle county are W. R.
He leaves a brother, J F.
Cyler and C. R. Redford.
Ellington of Chicago.
Graves countians on the board
Mr. Ellington was well known
directors are James F Burin Fulton, having served as chief of
gess, Clayton Nunnley and W
superintendent's
clerk in the
L. Enoch.
office of the old Tennessee DiRolan Green. Albert Rice and
vision in Fulton.
M B. Majors are the three diFulton
representing
'rectors
county.

DISTRICT OFFICERS,
DIRECTORS NAMED

SERVICES FOR MRS.
ROBINSON THURS.

other counties that they intend
to send large delegations to the
rally.
Sen. Kefauver, the Detnocratic
nominee for Vice President, will
arrive in Paducah Saturday at
11:00 a.m. He. will attend a
luncheon at the McCracken
County Armory there and then
ride in a big motorcade to Memorial Stadium.
Sheriffs of the Purchase
ctunties will lead the big motorcade, arid thousands are expected 'to line the parade route to
get a glimpse of Kefauver and
the other candidates.
Lt. Governor Harry Lee Waterfield will represent Kentucky's Governor A. B. Chandler at the rally — and Sen. Robert Humphreys is also expected
to attend.
Sen. Kefauver's address will
be broadcast over a West Kentucky radio network of seven
stations, including WFUL Fulton.
Thirty-two
newsmen
and
photographers, representing the
nation's top three wire services,
!leading magazines and metropolitian dailies, will accompany
Sen. Kefauver to Mayfield. Also
in the Kefauver party will be
J, Howard McGrath former Attorney General under the Truman Administration.
Following his appearance at
Mayfield, Sen. Kefauver will
return to Paducah by car, fly
to Hopkinsville for an early dinner engagement and then motor
to Madisonville for an 8:00
o'clock address that night.
Senator Carle C. Clements and
Csoverior Liserrisooa W.
Wetbsprby are earring their
cat ipoigne. gar tire U. B. Senate
into the Second and Seventh
Congressional districts during
the week of Oct. 8, and will conclude the week by joining Senator Estes Kefauver in two western Kentucky rallies.
Kefauver, t h e Democratic
vice presidential nominee, will
arrive at Paducah at 11 a.m
Saturday and have lunch there.
A motorcade will accompany
him to Mayfield for a rally at
2 p.m. The second rally will be
at 8 p.m. at, Madisonville, with
a motorcade from HoPkinsville
Both the Mayfield and Madisonville speeches will be broadcast
by radio.

BLOCKADE NIPS 15
950 cars were stopped and 15
Iniotorists arrested last Friday
Mrs. Eunice Robineon, a well in a two-hour. "Panzer" roadknown citizen of this city died block set up by the Tennessee
Tuesday, October 9, after a long patrol on US 51 between Fulillness. She was 86.
ton and Union City.
Mrs. Robinson was born FebRETURNS TO OKLAHOMA
ruary 11. 1870, in Water Valley,
TEACHERS TO PADUCAH.
Kentucky. Her husband, WilCharles Browder has returned
All public schools in Fulton
liam Robinson, preceded her in County will be closed Friday as to his home in Duncan, Okla.,
death in 1912, Mrs. Robinson teachers attend the annual Dis- after visiting his brother, Guswas a member of the First trict educational meeting in Pa- sie Broikder, of West State Line
Methodist Church in Fulton. ducah.
last week.
Past Grand Matron of the Grand
Chapter of Eastern Stars of
Kentucky and a charter member
of the Felton''-City Chapter
Number 41. en
Funeral services will be held
by
today (Thurstfre) at thee First
Methodist Chullen at 2:00nraclock
with the Rev.
E. Russell ofBing Hampton, WFUL's Sportcaster
ficating. Burial under the direction of Hornbeak Mineral
Home will be in Fairview cemeThe 1956 World Series has travelling to Dresden. Now, let's
tery.
now gone by the wayside with unveil the crystal ball an take
She leaves one daughter. Mrs.
only the fond memories of that a look into :the future.
Hoyt Moore, with whom she
perfect game pitched by Don
Kentucky High Schools
made her home. One son, WilLarsen. The only thing perfect
TRIGG 12, RUSSELLVILLE
liam C. (Dyke) Robinson of
about last week's results was 7. On paper these teams are
Idaho Falls, Idaho: two grandthe selection of the Tennessee rated even. The edge is given to
children, Mrs. Thomas Mahan
contests in which all eight Trigg on the basis of their fine
and Jack Hoyt Moore, both of grid
were picked right. 18 col- performance last Friday.
games
Fulton and four great grandlege contests were predicted
OWENSBORO 20, DA.VIESS
children.
right with 5 wrong. It would COUNTY 0. The Red Devils
appear that I had a phenominal finally enter the win column.
U-T Begins New
week and I would have, had it
STURGIS 14, HENDERSON
not been for the Kentucky High 13. One of the leading WKC
Flight Program
School'games. Here the equaliz- games of the week. The Sturgis
A flight training program for er was applied with 5 right out Bears to remain undefeated.
senior Army ROTC cadets, of ten. That put the quietus on
HOPKINSVILLE 20, MAYqualifying participant; for pri- chances of upping my percent- FIELD 12. Hoptown has won five
vate pilot's licenses, will get un- age. The percentage for last in a row. On the other hand,
derway at the University of week was .756 for 31 right and the Cardinals are having a disTennessee during the 1956-57 10 ening. For the season to date mal season, having lost their
academic year. The Army pro- the record is 108 picked right 34 last four outings. Mayfield has
gram, to be conducted by a civi- wrong for a percentage of .760. the potential, but experiencing
lian flying school, calls for 35
Here's the look ahead for this a lot of tough luck in dropping
hottrs each ground and flight week. With the air getting brisk- close
decisions.
Hopkinsville
instruction. Flying safety fea- er, and the 'leaves falling, the reached its peak downing Hentures, certification of instruc- gridiron pace is stepped up to derson 20-7,
tors. flight checks, and final a fever-pitch in some circles. For
MURRAY
20,
MADISONqualifications will be under con- example, here are some of the VILLE 14. Another fine contest
trol of .the Civil Aeronautics pairings over the weekend. Misn
the area this weekend. The
Administration.
sissippi plays host to Vandy, Maroons are unbeaten and will
Oklahoma meets Texas,, Ken- try their utmost to preserve
tucky tackles Auburn, Army that status, but Murray to prove
ATTENDS LAKE MEETING
Jo Westpheling, general man- meets Michigan, Perdue tangles too strong with Jerry Buchanon
ager of Station WFUL, attend- with Notre Dame. Here in Ful- the deciding factor.
ed a State meeting of the Ken- ton, the South Fulton Red DevLOUISVILLE MALE 28, PAtucky Broadcaster's Association ils play host to the Newbern
Choctaws, with Fulton High
?Continued on Page Three)
this week at Kentucky Lake.

Pigskin Pickins

rt.

C

Our Fire Losses Tragic; Help Prevent Them!
Are you going to have a fire tonight in your home? Will you lose
everything in your home, possibly
your own life? Are you one of those
persons who think such talk as this
sunds silly? Read on.
Last year 164 lost their lives in
Kentucky fires. Last year fire burnt
up thirteen million, five hundred
thousand, five hundred ....fifty-eight
dollars' worth of property. Some of
that property, at least two of those
lives, were in Fulton. Read on.
Last year, here in Fulton county
around you, several homes burned to
the ground because their occupants
were careless about wiring and overloaded house circuits. They were
careless about matches, careless about
burning leaves and rubbish..
Your home didn't burn? Your
family was spared? Perhaps you
were just lucky. Perhaps your luck
won't last forever.. Perhaps you are
doomed te burn up this weekend. Stop
NOW and look the situation over.
This is Fire Prevention Week . . . a
good tfme to make your own pertonal inventory of your own private
fire hazard, and do something about

them. E% en if you just do such a
thing once a year, do it NOW.-Since most fires are caused by
human carelessness these simple
precautions may save your life or
your property.
1. Keep matches away from small
children.
2. Have plenty of ash trays conveniently placed, and don't smoke in
bed.
3. Keep fireplaces screened.
4. Be sure wiring is in good repair and adequate. Don't string wires
under rugs, over hooks or in exposed
places..
5. Check your heating system annually. Keep stove pipes 18 inches
from walls or burnable materials.
Keep chimneys clean and in good
repair.. Empty hot ashes into metal
containers. Never use kerosene or
gasoline to kindle a fire.
6. Keep premises clean and free of
debris.
Help prevent needless deaths and
loss by fire in Kentucky by becoming
"fire
prevention
conscious" this
week and through the coming year.

GOP Candidates Doing Badly On Defensive
since that campaign, and while the
The two Kentucky Republican
opportunity still is there, nothing
candidates for the United States Senmuch has been done toward solving
ate in the November election find
some of the country's Pressing prothemselves in a far more difficult poblems.
sition today than they occupied a few
Thruston Morton, when he last ran
years ago when they sought public
for Congress, was classed as one of
office. Things have changed, and the
the "outs," insofar as the Republican
two candidates now find themselves
party was concerned. It was easy
on the defensive and also in the unenviable position of trying to explain —then to criticize the policies of the
Democrtic party and to call for the
some of the unexplainable activities
defeat of all candidates under that
of the Eisenhower administration.
banner. Now he finds himself as the
They both are having a hard time of
chief defense counsel of a party that
it, and, if reports from the field mean
virtually has entered a plea of guilty
anything, they're not making much
to the indictment.
headway in their campaign.
The broken promises of the EisenIn the 1954 campaign John Sherhower administration in connection
man Cooper appealed to the voters
with the farmers can atot be easily
along the line that the Eisenhower
explained. As a matter of fact, they
administration was young and that it
can not be explained at all.
should be given an opportunity to
—Lexington Herald
prove itself. Two years have passed

SERMONETTE OF THE WEER

Decency Is In Your Hands
By Rev. James Keller,
Director of the Christophers
WHAT HE FOUND in a University
publication shooked the Philadelphia
proofreader of a large printing firm.
He pointed out to the management
an article that described a tale of
depravity in sordid brutal detail. The
company couldn't in conscience print
the article, but when they told the
university faculty they were rewarded by having the printing contract
taken away.
Because the company refused to
use their equipment "to turn out such
lurid trash" they took a financial
loss. It took courage to be decent.
And it takes people just like you.
AS AN INDIVIDUAL you are in a
strong position to shape public opinion towards what is normal and decent. All articles, books, programs and
movies are bidding for your attention.. They depend on you for survival.
You are the judge. .The more selective and discriminating you are,
the better product you are likely to
get. You are free to approve or disapprove. You hold the purse strings.
You have the power of the pocketbook (no matter how slender it may
be) to back up your choice. The tone
of most literature and entertainment
will be just about what you — and
others like you—demand.
HERE ARE a few tips that you
might find helpful:
-- 1. AVOID TWO EXTREMES — of
being too prudish on one haand — or
of being so broadminded that you
stand for no principles.
2. GIVE CREDIT where credit is
due: In seeing abuses take care not
to overlook the good that is being
done.
3. DON'T BE DECEIVED — by
those who defend an immoral production by saying: "But it was so well
done!" The more artistically or clev-
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erly presented, the more harmful any
such work canbe.. Remember what
Will Rogers once said: "What we
need today are cleaner minds and
dirtier fingernails."
PRAY DAILY — that the great
and powerful channels of communication will be used for good to all
and harm to none.
5. ENCOURAGE YOUNG PEOPLE
—who have Christ-like ideals, ability
and determination to consider taking
up careers in the writing end of newspapers, magazines, books, movies,
television and radio.
Keep in mind too, that decency will
demand of you and those you encourage that you pay a price — and
often a heavy one. The Philadelphia
printer lost business. But this is the
price of imitating Christ. One wins
eventually by losing temporarily. Our
Saviour lost in many ways in order
to win for everybody.
War will disappear, like the dinosaur,
when changes in world conditions
have destroyed its survival value.
— Robert Andrews Millikan
Good manners are made up of pretty
sacrifices.
— Emerson
A polite man is one who listens with
interest to things he knows all about
when told him by a person who knows
nothing about them.
— De Morny
And life most sweet, as heart to
heart. Speaks kindly when we meet
and part.
— Mary Baker Eddy
We cannot always oblige, but we can
always speak obligingly. — Voltaire
Tact consists in knowing how far we
may go too far.
— Jean Coctaeu
Good manners and soft words have
brought many a difficult thing to
pass.
— Aesop
Of little value are silver and gold, in
comparison with love, that gift in
every one's power to bestow.
Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell
Break up cliques, level wealth with
honesty, let worth be judged according to wisdom, and we get better views
—Mary Baker Eddy
of humanity.
Let us feel the divine energy of Spirit,
bringing us into newness of life and
recognizing no mortal nor material
power as able to destroy.
-- Mary Baker Eddy

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Cruee
have returned to their home in
The vital importance of apLos Angeles, Calif. after a tw.,
plying the rules for living
week's visit with Mr arid Mrs
taught and practiced by Christ
\,k" la k'i Si
Jesus will be brought out at
Christian Science services Sunday in the Lesson-Sermon en-- We have complete stocks d
titled "Doctrine of Atonement."
Selections to be read from
-Science and Health with Key
for HOME and FARM
to the Scriptures" by Mary
Baker Eddy include the followMachines
ing (37:22-25): "It is possible,—
yea, it is the duty and privilege BENNETT ELECTRIC
of every child, man and woPHONE 201
FULTON
man.—to follow in some degree
the example of the Vaster by
the demonstration of Truth and
Life, of health and holiness."
The Golden Text is from IT
Corinthians (5:18): "All things
are of God, who hath reconciled
The Perfected
us to himself by Jesus Christ,
and bath. given to um the ministry of reconciliation."
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeatters

Fl

DAYTON V-BELTS

KING-O-HEAT

Pith from waste sugar cane
stalks works well as a "holder"
for blackstrap molasses, a cattle feed.

• "You'll take over my office whale I'm goes, Epworth
but don't Vatanda the rug until you dust the furniturer

The United States is chicken
conscious; a billion broilers were
raised in 1955.

m

.M1••••

—Maximum value in heating economy
--Saves TIME
--Saves CLEANING
--Saves COAL

How hristian
Science Heals

—Correst Size for YOUR
NEEDS

"GOD DOES NOT
SEND AFFLICTION"

FROM THE FILES:—

MAGAZINE HEATER

REIM (12)0 ste.) Sunday IS s.is

TURNING BACK THE(LOCK —
Ammer.
October 23, 1931
Squire S. A.. McDade married
the following couples here Sunday: Berthal Johnson, ,Wingo,
Ky., to Ithran Gray, also of
Wingo. Wallace Burnham, Water Valley to Miss Florence
Boyd, Fulton. Everett McCord,
Gadsden. Tenn., to Miss—Mattie Lou Reasons of Humboldt,
Tenn. Fred Sneed to Miss Evelyn Bailey, both of Fulton.
Mr. Hadie Latham and Miss
Hazel Carter of Riceville were
united in marriage Saturday at
the home of Rev. J. S. Robinson,
who performed the ceremony
Congratulations Mr and Mrs.
Paul Cavender on the arrival of
a fine son. The baby has been
named Billie Joe.
The nation mourns the loss
of a great genius, Thomas A.

•••••••••••••••

See it today at

ma.Marr

!Hearing Aid Batteriel
Edison, a man with a master
mind
who
illuminated
the
world during his 84 years with
us. Mr. Edison died Sunday, October 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pewitt
-family spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs Merritt Milner.
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Members of the Southwestern
Kentucky Medical Association
will hold their sixty-second
semi-annual meeting on October
27. at the Fulton Chamber of
Commerce building A large attendance of physicians from all
over the Purchase are expected
Dr. D. L. Jones of Fulton, is the
President.
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Louis and R A. Brown and
Billy Cruce spent Sunday afternoon with Veron Tuck

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO

Complete Line
For all makes of hearing 'Ida!
Visit our Hearing Aid Den.in
-nent at your first opportunity.
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"Esquire"
Non-Elastic
HOSE
(aside type)

IID BITS
of Kentucky Folklore
by The Philosopher
THE CROSS-CUT SAW
Though I could confess to
some years, I do not recall the
days before the coming of the
crosscut saw
But my older
neighbors often told me of the
laborious work of cutting down
huge trees for building logs,
with only a sharp ax for a tool.
And many a log house at Fidelity- .and elsewhere showed
plainly their being chopped
down and the ends squared off
with the trusty ax. Some of
those houses survive now, but
they are covered up, usually,
with weather-boarding and cannot easily be visited to verify
this essay.
When the cross-cut saw came
along, it added new life to the
lumberman and the farmer. In
earlier times farmers often
deadened the big trees, the
the ones that would be worth a
king's ransom today, partly because they were too big to be
handled in house or barn raising. A season_ or two of standing in the cornfield would
make most of these trees dry
enough to be burned or partly
burned away. I can recall having seen many such stumps, ten
to twenty feet tall, blackened
by fire, but still testifying to the
big forest of which they were
part .before cross-cut saws got
numerous. With the new saw,
logs could soon be prepared for
the building or could be snaked
or hauled to /the sawmills. The
ax had to take a backseat or be
merely a helper, cutting off
small limbs or chopping a groove
on the side of the tree to facilitate its fall before the saw.
That same saw had other uses
that I soon learned. With a
crudely constructed sawhorse,
we could saw up wood at the
woodpile, wood that had been
hauled up in three-stick lengths.
Of coursse, it was still customary to use the ax on some of
these, but anything beyond a
few inches in diameter was
much better sawed, and faster,
too. A young boy soon learned
how to take his end of the crosscut and pull or push in the
standardized manner. Some older brbother was always around
to accuse him of riding the saw
as it returned to the other side
of the log and lifting up on it
as the small boy's turn came to

pull. As a little brother I claim
immunity to testify in this case,
for I might incriminate myself
If accused Communists can
dodge behind the Fifth Amendment. why not a much-troubled
little brorther, who wanted to
he a big boy hut had a hard
time qualifying?
At Fidelity there was an unwritten law that no respectable
man would allow his wife to
chop wood. That was supposed
to be menial and even disgraceful. But Friend Wife could pull
her half of the cross-cut without
losing caste, especially if there
was a severe need for wood or
stovewood. Even then no woman bragged about her ability
to pull her half of the saw. Only
a few young wives, whose
children
were not yet big
enough to help in the sawing
seemed to feel no shame at having done such crude man's work
as this.
Long before a little fellow
could take the saw handle in
hand and thus proclaim himself a big boy, he had a task
that would allow him to be outside with the men folks and
seem to have a part in what was
going on. He could sit on the
log to be sawed, especially if it
were so small that some extra
weight was needed to keep it
from moving each time the saw
ripped through the wood. Many
a time I did this very necessary
labor and felt, each time, that
I was growing up. However, I
did net realize how easy a task
it was until I graduated to the
the saw handles and was expected to pull my share. Long
ago I suggested a monument to
the water boy of all time. Today I would like to suggest a
marker of some sort to commemrate the little fellow who sat on
the log and help it still while
Peppy and Big Brother reduced
the log to stovew(xxl or wood
for the fireplace. There are many
monuments much more foolish
than that and with f a r less
emotion and memory behind

"This is what the deeds.. .
premeribed"
(Made especially for men with varicose veins or other
leg ailments that prevent comfortable wearing of
elastic top hone)
Genuin• Liar, 4-Ply: Dineene mercerised team; Ryles
reinforced toe. Nationsfy advertised
Navy or Cordovan; Shies II. 1144z,

85c Pair

Ca4144-Bidie44004
CLOTHING COMPANY
2% Main St.

Fulton

HUNDREDS
of

today's most wanted colors
for home decoration!
flew Is foams /*Mrs* Pits Wally see cowl
Wallhida Rubberized Satin Finish
Wallhida Alkyd Flat Wall Plum
Setinhide Enamel
Wallhide Gloss Enamel
PITTSBURGH

Maestro
Colors

;%Mat witi
4414"
*sun roost
hnSSUIN4
1....".61 Wm,

?truseic
WTI taltifial

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY
Church Street

Fulton

F'or Expert TV
Service Call Us Now
It takes

a

thoroughly

trained TV technician to
spot trouble in your set
and repair it correctly.
Call us promptly for

them.
Guaranteed Repairs!
A light starching with coffeetinted starch will give the textured dark cotton dress a finish that will prevent its picking up lint and the starch will
not be evident.

ROPER TELEVISION
306 MAIN STREET

FULTON

PHONE 307

Ti

W. Cruce
eir home ui
after a tw.,
ir. and Mrs
Sr.
e stocks d

'-BELTS
i FARM
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ECTRIC
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sweswins
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Pigskin Picldngs

HORNBEAK
FUNERAL
HOME
Incorogoutedi

PHONE 1
Three nesinent Licensed
fmbalmees

Continued from 'Page One
DUCAH TILGHMAN 8. Too
much power and depth.
Upset Special
FULTON 14. Dhr.SDEN 7.
With a rabbits foot the Bulldogs
would have been victorious
against Trigg. 'The Dresden
Lions will provide the toughest
oppositiciirleith the exception of
Murray for the Bulldogs this
+eason. The Lions sport wins
over Alamo 83-13 and Sharon

SPEEDY i
SERVICEt*".

NEATER

For The Rest In
APPLIANCE
REFRIGERATION
and
SMALL
APPLIANCE
REPAIR
—CALL 559—

SPECIALIZED
SERVICE
Uommereial Ave.
(Next to News Office)
24 Hour Service

e in heat,

NG'
SHEET METAL
)r. YOUR

METAL SINKS
AIR CONDITIONING FOR HOME AND OFFICE

y at

LENNOX OIL FURNACES

ECO

METAL CANOPIES

15

L

LENNOX GAS FURNACE

6E

ALUMINUM
NIGHT

AND GALVANIZED GUTTERS

CALLS, 249

TIN ROOF REPAIR
INSTALL AND REPAIR STOKERS
NATIONALLY-ADV. EQUIPMENT
STAINLESS STEEL W ORIC
HOT ASPHALT ROOFS INSTALLED
OLD FURNACES CLEANED AND REPAIRED

ftHONE SO2

Free Dividends
ON THE MONEY YOU SPEND

with TINYPONDS
Tiny Bonds is • saving plan for your family
purchases. With each 25c purchase you will
be given one "Tiny Bond." with a 50c purchase two "Tiny Bonds," etc. Paste them
in the book given you. When the book is
filled bring to our store and you will be
given $1.00 in merchandise of your own
selection, a cooperative — profit-sharing

FS

plan which adds purchasing power to the
dollars you spend.

TINY BONDS MAKE YOUR DOLLARS
FOR LESS
GO FARTHER

CITY DRUG COMPANY
40 Lake Street

36-20. They have lost twice; 7-6
to Munford and 19-13 to New berm Coach Charles Thomas to
have the squad up for this one
with Holland and Dallas leading
the way.
Tennessee High School
NEWBERN 13, SOUTH FULTON 6. This is the one for the
local fans to witness Thursday
night. The Red Devils are having a good season and are 100
percent improved since their
opening loss 26-0 to Gleason,
and now have a 2-2-1 record.
They are by no means to be
counted out of this one; this is
a game that can go either way
with the edge given to Newbern.
The Choctaws have won their
last three games after losing the
first two. Losses were to Union
City 26-0 and powerful Ripley
44-0. Wins were over Ridgely
34-0, Dresden 19-15, and Halls
20-12. The game is slated to begin at 8:00 Thursday night and
will be broadcast over • WFULFM beginning at 7:45.
.
ALAMO 12, RIDGELY 6. This
is a game of the have not&
Ridgely won its first game last
week with Atwood; now it's
Alamo's turn to see how it
feels.
TREZEVANT 7, GLEASON
0. The Volunteer Conference
team rates a slight edge over the
Northwest team.
HUNTINGDON 20. BRUCETON 13. Here is the game of the
week between these two Volunteer Conference giants. Larry
Stewert again will be in the
spotlight.
'LEXINGTON 34, McKENZIE
13. Will be close for a quarter.
PARIS GROVE 28, JACKSON
13. Paris to win its fifth of the
season while the Golden Bears
lose its fifth.
COVINGTON 48, MARTIN 0.
This is one game that shouldn't
have been scheduled.
Upset Spec's&
DYERSBURG 14, HUMBOLDT
13. Dyersburg started slowly,
but has shown strength in games
of late and will have the advantage of playing on its home
field.
UNION CITY 20, BROWNSVILLE 14. The Tornadoes also
started off slowly, but now seems
to have found itself. Brownsville, though unbeaten, hasn't
played a strong schedule at all.
College
OLE MISS 21, VANDERBILT
20. Here is the case of the irtwistable force meeting the
immovable object. I flipped a
coin on this one and the vote
goes to the irresistable force,
'Mississippi, by the slim margin
of Paige Cothren's toe. This battle of the unbeaten pits Quarterbacks John BlaLack and Ray
Brown and Fullback Cothren of
Ole Miss against hard-running
Phil King and sore-jawed Don
Orr of Vandy. To win, Ole Miss
will have to play the same
quality hall as they did against
Kentucky The team that wins
this one will probably go undefeated until they meet Tennessee
later .in the season.
OKLAHOMA 21, TEXAS 0
The pride of the land meeting
an also-ran. This would be a
perfect spot for an ambush
against the Sooners; possible but
not probable. It makes you
wonder when you read reports
of last week's Kansas State-Oklahoma game. Coach Bud Wilkinson tried to hold down the
score by using his fourth and
fifth teams and managed a 660 win. What would the score
have been had he employed the
first team for 60 minutes?
MICHIGAN 28, ARMY 13.
Here is the case of a good team
going against an extra good
team. That extra applies to the
Wolverines.
TULANE 21, NAVY 13. The
Greenies-aten't the pushovers a
lot of folks believe.
TENNESSEE 48, CHATTANOOGA"0. The Vols pick a number in this breather and it's a
welcome breather for Tennessee supporters. Their No. 1 operative, John "Drum" Majors is
on the injury list.
Before going into the upset

Phone 70 and 428

specials for this week on the
Collegiate scene, here are the
picks for other games around
the country.
In the East, Yale 27 points
over Columbia, Colgate 7 over
Rutgers, George Washington 7
over Boston U., Cornell to win
its first by 6 over Harvard,
Princeton to take Penn by 13
and Penn State to win by 7 over
Holy Cross.
In the South,.N. Carolina State
to edge Florida State by 3
points Georgia to squeek by N.
Carolina by 1, VPI to take William & Mary by 12, South
Carolina to whip Virginia by 7,
Clemson over Wake Forest by
6, Texas Christian to wallop
Alabama by 35, Rice 7 over
Florida.• Georgia Tech 12 over
LSU, and Mississippi State 12
over Trinity.
In the Midwest, Ohio State to
keep winning 13 over Illinois,
Boston- College 7 over Marquette, Michigan State to maul
Indiana by 26 points, Minnesota
14 over Northwestern. Kansas
6 over Iowa State, Missouri 48
over N. Dakota State, Nebraska
7 over nansas State, and Oklahoma A&M 1 pci.,i over r rival Tulsa.
In the Southwest, it will be
Baylor 14 over Arkansas, Texas
AdEM by 7 over Houston, and
Texas Tech 3.over Texas Western.
And in the Pair
est we see
Stanford winning by 18 over San
Jose, UCLA taking Washington
State by 7, and Washington winning by 13 over Oregon State.
Upset Specials
WEST VIRGINIA. 7, SYRACUSE 0. Mountaineers strong
line to stop Jimmy Brown of
Syracuse
DUKE 14, SMU 13. Duke has
lost twice, but will be ready to
start come-back trail this Saturday.
KENTUCKY 14. AUBURN 6.
That win over Florida was just
the hypo that the Cats needed.
Kentucky found new hope in
Quarterback Robertson.
WISCONSIN 13, IOWA 7. To
knock Nawkeyes from unbeaten
ranks.
OREGON STATE 14. CALIFORNIA 13. Oregon State still
second-best on the West Coast.
PURDUE 20, NOTRE DAME
14. Passing of Len Dawson to
outdo the running and passing of
the great Paul Hornung. No, I
won't wager!
That's it for now, See you
next week.

CLASS OFFICERS
ARE (ANNOUNED
AT FULTON HIGH

The Fulton News, Thursday Oct. 11, 1956, Page 3
Most Homp Grown Corn
Is Fed On The Farm

wheat producers sell 66% of
their crop and feed the rest.
There are 13 Kentucky counties
A State Department of Agri- that produce more than one milculture grain questionnaire re- lion bushels of corn annually.
cently mailed to 4,000 Kentucky These counties are
Graves,
George Burnette
farmers indicates that 77% of Christian, Daviess, Henderson,
And Joe Dallas
Hopkins,
Warren, Logan, Todd,
the corn grown is fed on the
farm where it is produced. The Union, Webster, Barren BreckHead Senior Class
enridge, and Pulaski. These
Fulton High School announces Freddie • Harper; Business Man- counties
account for approxithe following class officers for ager - Mary Ann Bennett; mately 32% of the total corn
the year 1956-57:
Public Relations Officers - production in Kentucky.
SeniorsCharles Huddleston, Sidney CalPresident - George Burnette; liham; Cheerleader - Ruth
Vice President - Joe Dallas; Louise Butts; "B" CheerleaderSecretary and Treasurer-Becky Mary Ann Bennett; Band OffiEdwards; Business Manager - cers - Majorettes - Brenda
Al Bushart; Public Relations Of- Brown, Nancy Holland.
ficers - Tommy Latta, Elwan- FreshmenPresident - Roland Carter;
da Lawson; Cheerleaders-Jean
Vice President,- Tommy Fields;
Cole Bynum, Judy Page.
Secretary and Treasurer - SusJuniors.ter N,
President-Ken Winston; Vice an McDade; Business- Manager
wi•yese
reir
eosel
President - Judy Browning; -Wayne Anderson; Public ReSecretary and Treasurer-Glor- lations Officers - Cary Wil- Low down psymentab=rhia Hinton; Business Manager - liamson, Carol McNeilly; Cheer- and Easy Terms
Bud White; Public Relations Of- leader - Martha Ann Herring;
ficers - Joe Barnes, Sandra "B" Cheerleaders - Rita Kram- BENNETT ELECTRIC
enflame
ti Main
Bowen; Cheerleaders-Ann Fall, er, Judy Burton, Nancy Bus—
Patsy Grooms; Band Officers - hart.
Major - Barbara Ann' Boyd,
Majorettes - Susan McDaniels,
Sandra Bowen.
SophomoresPresident - Joanne Covington; Vice President - Joe Johnson; Secretary and Treasurer -

SEE US-

BEFORE YOU BUY!

FALL SEED FOR COVER CROPS AND
WINTER PASTURE. All kinds of Small Sbed:
grass, Clover, barley, oats, rye.

I NOW IS THE TIME TO

•••••••••=

LET US FILL YOUR

OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW IN FULL
OPERATION! Let us clean your Barley,—Clover,-Fescue

BIN

COAL

IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
. . and time for that good HANNA'S Paint - the
best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;
interior or exterior.

You'll Need it
BEFORE LONG—

Get it NOW !

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
OUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT !

Immediate Delivery;
all sizes on Hand.

"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT

CITY COAL CO.

ACkt.C.Ifid Sons

TELEPHONE 51

Plume 202

East State

THEREV NO BETTER REASON THAN THII

THERE'S NO BETTER SEASON THAN

'epvd,r/t4tee,/

Per HOLIDAY SLOAN

1PANY

Fulton

TV
Ts Now

)roughly

iician to
your set

orrectly.
for
pairs!
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"Your Home Improvement Hqts"
"FHA APPROVED"
STORM WINDOWS
AND DOORS
'Weather-tight insulation as—
comfort,
sures ali-tt inter
stops fuel waste.
conaluminum
'Enduring
struction.
'No changing or storing
'We Invite your inquiries; no
obligation to buy, of course!

Pay NOTHING down . . . 60 days before first payment . . . THREE years to pay. We handle ALL
papers for you; no strings, no red tape. (An FHA
loan does not affect your original home loan)
FARMERS TERMS available on quarterly payments.
INSULATION (blown-in, pre-fab, storm sash,
vents)
ROOFING:: (Built-up, shingle, bonded)
FLOOR COVERING: (Rubber, vinal)
SIDING: (Insulating, asbestos, cedar, aluminum)
PEST CONTROL

Fulton Roofing and Insulation Co.
111 Washington Street Next to Telephone office

Now's the best time to step
up to Oldsmobile...the car that
gives you rocketing performance
at a down-to-earth priced

WhaSo boaaritid way to swing into Fall! It's
Oldsmobile's value-packed, badget-priced "11111
Sam tiortakiew ib. toartoress The greet Becket
Engine-a smooth 230 horespowee-giving yea
seenosny wheat yes wont it sad all the power yowl
ever need lor saity's sake! Tissre's•
ride only • big ear coo prevdie. Andna
my
=
will stay MAW-and hold its ram tool
So make year 'novo in a dig way,
se Olid
You'll hie doiog busies's the OLlnILil quality
way. Let us show yon ...asset
•sta Lp. is Whiotr4114111
Sagre. M

COL....1=OSIVIC:1113111-E
YOU'RE ALWAYS WELCOME AT YOUR OLDSMOBILE QUALITY DIALER'S!

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY, 210 E STATE LINE
PHONE 1005

Phone 557
BE CAREFUL

DRIVE SAFELY,

DANCE SATURDAY

Hickman Selected For

Page 4, The Fulton News, Thursday Oct. 11, 1956

Fulton's Melody Men or Baptist Meet,
Oct. 16
chestra will play for dancing
Saturday night at the Sticata
The 64th annual meeting of
Club. Martin, from 9 to mid- the West Kentucky Association
night.
of Baptists will convene at 9:30
)'clock Tuesday morning, October 16, with the First Baptist
"Joan swears she has never Church of Hickman, of which
been kissed by a man."
Rev. Perrin H. Cook is pastor.
I
4
1"
The meeting will Se called to
"Well, isn't that enough to
order by Rev. C. M. Hudson,
make any girl swear?"
Clinton. Moderator of the asso,iation. The meeting will conBy Stumpy McCulloch
tinue for two days, and will fea* * *ture a digest of letters, reports
After Young Zeke had proposed,
on various departments of the . and the gal had turned him down, he
said dejectedly, -1 suppose I'll never
work, as well as messages by
•••":
4‘
marry now."
ideal and visiting brethern.
You silly boy,- the gal said, a
The annual sermon will be
little flattered, -jest because I won't
brought by Rev. 0. C. Markham, marry you doesn
t mean that other
"ean of the West Kentucky
gals will do the same.'
Baptist Bible Institute; the docShore it does,- Zeke said. -If you
won't have me, who will?"
rr.tnaHlgem
E
li
shsuis
.ncagemcbleiy
snstaR
Kenneth
ogneev
; . baynd
ilitehve

Fulton; Mra J. R. Sutton, Ledbetter, Ky.; Mrs. Thomas Vowell and baby, Fulton; Mrs. Johnnie Harwood, Fulton; Mrs. Carnie Boaz, Fulton.

field; Luther Pickers, Water
Valley; Jim Brown, Dukedom;
B. B. Stephenson,' Fulton; Oris
-Lusk, Hickman; T Ii McMurty, Rt. 4, Fulton; Fannie Craig,
Clinton; Mrs. Mike Fry, Ful'ulton Hospital—
ton; Fred D. Worth, Fulton;
M-, Em
uukechim; Mrs. Betty Win:ilea& Lukedorn.
"v In Dew Union City:
Mrs. Merilyn Yates. Fulton;
Mrs. Jack Williams, Rt. 4, DresHalf of U S, farmers' cash reden; Mr. Dale Cummings, Ful- ceipts,came from the sale. of five,.
ton; Mrs. Lila Hastings, Ful- major commodities — cattle, '
ton: Paul B. Cummings, Duke- wholesale milk, hogs, cotton, and
dom; Mr& Julia Cooley, Crutch- wheat.
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Joe Harris, Hickman. Rev. Eldred M. Taylor, Secretary of
Missions and Evangelism, Louiswill bring an address on
Tuesday
afternoon
1:50
at
o'clock.
All the messengers of the several churches are urged to be
present for this annual meeting
of the association.

vine,

Over Spots
0 on Clothes?
(\

ell:6 Try These OK
t.NIIr
.
!IA
Call Office
le....10'
Prices.
10-33 1I
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WALDRON HOTEL FIRE

A-fire, originating in the room
of the manager of the Waldron
Hotel in Union City last Wednesday caused an estimated
,
52000 damage and almost trapped
— 8x Mrs. Connie Young, manager,
in her room.

SUITS — — —

DRESSES — — — 85c

IN NEW HOME
.

PANTS and SHIRTS
2 for 85c

OK LAUNDRY 61
CLEANERS, INC.

The Hickman-Fulton Rural
Electric Co-operative moved to
_a new $75,000 headquarters
building in Hickman last weekend. The Co-op serves 2,826
members in the two-county area.
Remember how it was emphasized for years to safely label items in the medicine cabinet? Do the same with insecticides—.and keep them out of
children's reach.

— PHONE 130 —

Drive carefully — protect our
children.
-assns.
_
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PLUS — Chapter 15 of Sea Hound and
Cartoon — Uncultured Vulture
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Big Double Feature
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Friday and Saturday
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Shootin She Devils
That Drove The

UNTOUCHED

West NVild!
.
"Hot As A P18101

A story of Jungle Love'
Unaghamed—Unapoiled

Au Advance In Prices!

—„•-•4101•111•11.11bmIa•

RAD/
suit* tuts%

KLEENEX

LOOP RUGS

Large 400-count package in colors or white.
A low, low price!

Large sine 27x48; first
quality; selection of colors. Save 25 percent at
this price:

24c

OA

ALUMINUM WARE
Take
your choice
of
Roaster — Cake Pan
Percolator,

ONLY 99c

••••11

Metal Watebasket
Big 12-Qt.
decorated.

size,

gaily

44c
Two for 79c

$1.47
SPEEDY: TV HORSE
IRONING BOARD

CAKE SALVER

Famous Arvin make; allmetal,
enamel
finish;
Reg. $5.99 value.

$3.33

LAY
nig
kin

row
lab
rat4
304

2-BIG ACTION HITS

Now is the time to buy, save, stock up for fall
and the winter season at these specially-marked
prices!

Diamond— A woman's idea
of a stepping stone to success.

WI

wit
Str

- SATURDAY and SUNDAY —
(Ai— Mofoi;ty For Colored /

BALDRIDGE S FALL HARVEST SALE
STARTS THURSDAY I

Lay-away for Xmas! A
regular $4.98 Value . ..
Special at

FOR

AO

Rips matt Than sato was Wed to Iwo dis
toualsost oat to tt.• toughest spot on soirtlit
5-•-•••=2,

V. Allison, Fulton;
Mrs.
Bertha Stephens, Fulton; Dave
Smith, Fulton, Bobby CheatThe following were patients in man, Fulton; Mrs. Ben ScheIra Collie,
the local hospitals Wednesday werdt, Fulton; MI
morning.
....ranssmes........ft
Haws Memorial--.
FU..TON
DRIVE-IN
Win Whitnell. Fulton, Mrs.
MOVIES
Hugh Rushton, Fulton; L. V.
Williams, Fulton; Tom Work,
Dukedom:* S. A
Waggner.
n111,4), !"'l
11. 12
Crutchfield; 'Mrs. Ernest MorLAW' r
%Tr'F:ET
gan, Rt. 2, Water Valley; Jimmy
11n ColoBarber, Rt. 5, Fulton; Mrs. PerWith Pa"clolph Feott
ry Weems, Fulton: Jimmy Au&.tin, Fulton; George Hoppa, Ful.
ton; James Work, Dukedom; -EVIl CIV ANIMA
Aaron Johnson.- Fultuki: Mrs.
Witli-ttossona Rory
Doyle Frields, Fulton; Francis
Kerney, Fulton; Mrs. Lehmon
SATUFDAY - OCT 13
Boulton, Fulton; Floyd Winston,
3 BIG FEATURES
Fulton; Mrs. Melvin Cooper, Calvert City, Ky.; Judith HarOCT. 14, 15, 16
rison, Fulton; Mrs James Young
and baby, Rt 1, Dukedom,
SUN., MON., TUES
THE SEARCHERS
James Hospital-Travis Bakst, Dukedom; Mrs.
(In Cinemascopei
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Located 3 Miles North of Fulton on Highway 51

J

*

An eight-week course in "Retail Newspaper advertising Copy
and Layout," presented especially for interested retailers and
newspaper advertising representatives in Southerr. Illinois,
southeast Missouri and Western
Kentucky, will begin Monday
October 15.
The course, taught by Donald
G. Hileman, associate professor
.of Journalism at Southern Illinois University, will be taught
at the office of the Cairo (Ill.)
Evening Citizen. Each session
will run from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m..
ending with Monday evening December 3. Registration fee of
$7.05 will include rental on textbooks used.
Retailers in Fulton and surrounding area are invited to enroll.

CORDON Marta
DAM DAILEY
.,
. ERNEST BORGNE
MERE NORTH

.

*

"•••••lialMIP'

*no Ili•sloronme. se-

Eight-Week Ad Course
Starts In Cairo

Sunday—Monday—Tuesday—Wednesday
\ i i

time, that tree farmin means
growing trees as a crop. Wood lots
must be properls managed to
produce top-quality lumber — but
they're easier to take ci.,e of than
most other crops, and tht.1 can be
harvested any time of the year!
Tney're a good insestment, too —
cause a s:ell•managed woodland
will pros de steady income! And
the future is bright: In the next
20 years, the experts say, the consumption of wood pulp alone may
increase 100 per cent! Reckon
that s why more and more fellers
go into tree farming every year!

an farm lend regolerfy wed is preview erepa, isLn4 tem
elipbi• for lb. Cenverretivre Reciervit of the Sell leak the U. I. Depot%
of Aortrolarre annerseare. Ferwere participative be We teassessei
Usti litswarvii will sip aratrach lI.ash Graft Applaelairal
end Conotwoatiert Cowelehtee to Wei lewd heal pooaseisa is ssassnes,
goo wee. Cootracts will ive to 3 to 11 years Mae lend already le is ea apPliwati,
cover crops for 5 co 10 years II apprevial avow meet be established. amid to 10 MI
15 years If tress will be Weated. Up to SO power* of she mats of weaweallail
practices may be wad by Ow 'ovenware. la ockliNea, amaeal papaseas an as
ond will be wade awing Me We of the centrect. Pareven ides may preepass ia
Asweept Weems 11 Whey Itave allebassie for WM* Walk
rke, Of tobacco.

-Rerr!mber. my boy." 01' Samuel
told his son, -beauty is only skin
deep 'That's deep enough for roc.'
boy said. 1 ain't no carimbal!- the
*
*
So long. '
cf•e you snonl
a
a
a

'me.

W11(

began immediately, but it'll take five
generations to nuke the forest as
beautiful as it was betore:-* * *
I guess es ery body knows, by this

*

nom l MIMI
11.Id•

*
*
*
Out West, it's the season for
logging shows — sometimes called
loggers jubilees, Loggerodeos or
Timberoos. They're a fine way of
pointin' up a major industry —and
lots of fun. One such show is held
in Darrington, Washington, in the
foothills of the Cascades. It features
parades, dances, horse events, and
lots of contests — in hand-falling
trees, power sawing, nail driving,
log bucking, log rolling, tree climbing, and so on. Thet reminds me,
folks. The company that makes
power chain saws, McCulloch
Motors Corp., is celebratin' its
tenth anniversary right now. Those
fellers are also happy 'cause they've
just manufactured their 500.000th
engine product.That's•lot of saws!
*
*
*
Last fall, Joe Moon tells me, they
had one whale of a fire out in California's High Sierra. For two weeks,
a thousand den fought the blaze,
which jumpecttiround the maintains
near Sequoia'National Forest, killing
wildlife and destroying countless
giant redwoods and ponderosa pines.
It was finally cornered on the cliffs of
Kings Canyon and put out with the
help of rain— but only after it had
burned 17,000 acres. Replanting

••••••
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Buy several for Xmas
gifts. Regularly $1.98.

$3.99

$1.11

•

P-L-U-S

SILK

DAWN
RIDER

JOHN
WAYNE in

LEI' Aft,I
1ii .

,

HEAD

SQUARES

Lux Alarm Clock
A Terrific Value

Reg. 79c Values,

44c

$1.87

ALSO—Heart Troubles and Micky's Birthday Party
Theatre -- - Union City

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY
The love story of a teen-age
boy and an understanding
woman

'III
M-G-M
presents in
CINEMASCOPE and
METROCOLOR I
- :::.:?'

1-

— Plus —
Shown at 8:15 only
Rosalind Russell
Fernando Lamas

,
.k.

,.,. igs.,, ...t.

Tea and :
Synwathy
•4

"THE GIRL RUSH"

REYNOLDS WRAP
A big saving on this

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
June Allyson
Jose' Ferrer
e•
"THE SHRIKE"

-, ‘„ . -..?0•

.1.-

— Plus —
Willard Parker
GREAT JESSE JAMES RAID
•
(In Color)

From The Famed Stage Hitl

Debtifah Kerr.John Kerr
,
1

Watch or listen for
OUR B-I-G
SUN., MON., TUES., WED.
Attraction.

household necessity.
Sale Price:

23c
Cloth Blouses

DINNERWARE SET

All latest styles 32
As long as our
stock lasts.

77c

Pieces, in

China

beautiful

skytone

$4.80 Set
„g11.111.11,

Cups and

bowls. Choice.

69c

2 for 15c
6 for 59c
1/2

Rayon Yarn DUST MOPS
10-Quart PAILS, Reg. $1.98
$1 FLASHLIGHT, 2 Batteries
PAINT ROLLER and Pan Set, Reg. $1.19

Flannel Sleepers — 77c
Infant's 2-piece

(Tcolor and Vista Vision)

,
1. 4..
.„ ,70
.. .

PLUS—Latest Paramount News!!

Ladies Cardigans-77c
Import combed yarn

"THE TALL TEXAN"

4

Regularly 98c

White

WASH CLOTHS, Reg. 15c
MEN'S LEATHER CAPS, save
Beautiful CLUTCH BAGS
PILLOW CASES, Reg. $1.29 pr.

A regular $1 value
TO-NITE & THURSDAY
at 6:40 and 9:40
Lloyd Bridges

.....
I ie'

Infants' Dresses 77c

PLASTIC DRAPES

$1.55
88c
pr. 97c
88c
$1.27
77c
77c

NIEN

Baldridge's
5./0.25.1STORE
FULTON, IKENTTTCKY
,Wri• • ,••

IrC••2

.111AWalabli*

-ar-orater

L.

11, 1966
,ers, Water
Dukedom;
Fulton, Oris
11 McMur'annie Craig,
Fry, Fillrth, - Fulton;
cl, Dukedom.
iera' cash reg wile_54 nye
_
- cattle, '
I, cotton, and

mr
51

ray

45

rthl

SIONS

CLASSIFIED ADS

PLATFORM ROCKERS, o d d
chairs, living room suites,
real bargains. Wade's Used,
1ILL RINDS OF KEYS made
112 Main Street, phone 478.
while you wait. Forrester's
Trade with Wade and Save.
Shoe Shop, 204 Main
NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park
FOR SALE: One team mules,
and Buy your otrice supplies
with harness. Call Fulton 332.
and equipment. Harvey CakiH. R. Goulder Implement Co.
well Co Drive-In Office Outfitters, New k.oca so= :., corner
LAY AWAY NOW for ChristWalnut &
Plain
Streets,
mas- Bicycles, wagons, all
Phone 674
kind of wheel goods. Low down
payment will hold your choice WADE has just received a
solid carload of SPEED QUEEN
until
Christmas.
Western
WASHERS AUTOMATIC AND
Auto Store, Fulton.
WRINGER TYPE. WADE has
WADE'S USED store gone wild
a special deal on these washagain! Good used oil heaters,
ers this week only. We must
$2 down and $1 week. Trade
sell these washers to make
with Wade and Save Phone
room in our warehouse for in478, 112 Main Street.
coming merchandise. Ask a
WADE salesman about special
deals on SPEED QUEEN
RENT A NEW TYPEWRITER
nr Adding Machine. Rental
WASHERS.
applies on purchase. Harvey
Caldwell Co. Drive-In Office WELLS DRILLED for Industry
and homes. Modern equipOutfitters, Corner Walnut &
ment, experienced workmen.
Plain Streets Phone 674.
Write or call Watson Co.,
Phone 261, Fulton, Ky.
GOOD
C Ii IN A
CABINET, STOVEPIPE, elbows, dampers,
$2250; table
and
chairs,
stove boards, etc. Exchange
$1750: electric range, good as
Furniture
Company,
207
new, priced right See Arthur
Church Street, Fulton.
litatheny for bargains. Trade
with Wade and Save. 112 Main 10% DISCOUNT on all remnant
size Gold Seal Linoleum in
Street, Phone 478.
stock. Exchange Furniture
Company, 207 Church Street,
POWELL and KUHR Shoe ReFulton.
pair ofK.rs you pron.pt, accurst* service at moderate cost. FOR RENT: Floor sanding
ma104 Church Street. Fulton
chine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street

DID YOU
KNOW THAT
you can own

a new

NECCHI

FARM

WEEK

-Easy Payments

Ns MIN es...•aorese. sea et .i..•

ATKINS. HOLMAN

C

AND FIELDS

BLACK & WHITE

J011 Main St.

Administrator's Neeke:
To whom it may concern: This
Ia to state that I have been appointed administrator of the estate of the late J. R. fornwelL
Any debtor or creditor having
any claim against the estate is
asked to Me such claims with
me.
RICHARD MALUGIN
Clinton. Ky.
Administrator

PHONE 1866

SURE INSURANCE

F9c

Purchase Eight Gallons of Gas and get a

AT
LOW COST

WASH JOB for only

IER

99c

r Xmas
$1.98.

For the

ips

N

We Specialize In Field Service
And Shop Work
Welders
L.. A. SIMPSON
T. J EASTERWOOD
Next to
SONNE MADDEN
GARAGE AND DAVIS
STOCK PEN

RAYMOND STALLINS
SERVICE STATION

gaily

UNITED STNras

Electric-Acetylene
Spot Welding

>asket

best

WHY PAY MORE?
Wick Smith Agency

in

WHEEL BALANCING - FREE INSPECTION

and

456 Lake Street
-Phones 62 or 160-W-

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE SEE

RAYMOND STALLINS
SERVICE STATION

For 59c
$1.55
88c

Standard Products

pr. 97c

106 West

State Line

Phone 260

8Sc
$1.27
77c
77c

"Every man has an equal
chance to become greater
than he is!"

Saturday. Is Our Last Day
EVERYTHING MUST GO
Come Early--Our Stock Will Sell Fast At These Prices!

FRANKLIN'S
QULTV
L
.

.4r

-ammo •••

r

ar-arrnsaramaa...M'

.
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TENNESSEAN GETS
635 (RATES OF
BERRIES PER ACRE
T. A. Scott, White county
farmer, was top producer for
1986- in itkie Termessee 300 Orate*
Strawberry Club, according to
J. J. Bird, U-T Extension associate horticulturist. His total
yield was 635 crates, of wrapped
berries per acre.
Second high producer was L
C. Blevin,s, of Johnson county,
with a yield per acre of 497; and

third was W. H. Howe, Hawkins
county, with a yield per acre of
481 crates.

REPAIR
Radio and T. V.
• . SEgvice
Call 1232-J
Night Calls Accepted

FRANK PRUITT
Ave.
Fulton, Ky.

110 Central

See SYLVANIA framed in HALOLIGHT
_it's TV's only easy-to-read picture

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Hugh Ruston
J. M. Mintin
205 COMMERCIAL
FULTON
PHONE 401

as

Phone 11

SPECIAL AT

A 14-year old girl, described
by Fulton police as a run-away
from her home in Gary, Indiana,
was picked up here last week
on Main Street and detained until her parents arrived.

AAA.JOR ROUi ON THE wOnAii
OWNEPC5r1HP MOVE 4/M NT 1:‘
PLAYED tav- SAVINGS
.AND LOA.N ASS0CiA.T1ONAS
1/./.41C1-1 TrIPS
^Ft&
caLaDRATINO THEW&
NIVGAIGAffitlt THES.0
I..M.717 UTIONS NOw Rt..1414CE
E
40 RE RCr ^41" CP ALL_
OmE S. 0L111.7 0.4 BOLIONT ANINUALL:4

WAYMATIC REGULATOR
COMPANY

UNION CITY, TENN.
Phone 36 or 567

RUNAWAY PICKED UP

FAJvuLIES OWNING 7.4 EIR
OWN -'O.&3 E1V IF/b 5, AN0
narWEsN 70 AV.
0 75 PRc.-?'
/975.

WELDING-FABRICATING

-Insuranee--

STORE

r,

ALL sesp,es inioicacrs -o4A-T1.40.sne Own/MS.040 TREND vvit-1.
conrriklua..vvrn4 es Ra RCa Nri"

LOANS

Long Terms-

John Ft. Cornwell, an elderly
bachelor who lived alone, was
found dead at his home about
6:30 p.m. Friday, October 5, He
had been dead about 24 hours
and apparenty died of natural
causes, according to Coroner
Paul Hornbeak. Mr. Cornwell
was past 65.
He lived in a house on the
farm of J. R. Lunsford between
Cayce and Hickman.
Services were held Sunday at
2:30 at the. Harmony Methodist
Church. The Rev. J. F. McMinn
officiated. Burial under the direction of Hornbeck Funeral
Home was in the church cemetery.
He leaves
three brothers,
Clint, Dee and Raymond Cornwell, all of Detroit; two sisters,
Mrs. Nellie Malugin of Wingo
and Mrs. Madie Harrison of
Martin; and several nieces and
nephews.

-n411 TS/IAA.
w0ht Oa
040^ASOWNERS'ila
C_^-rcH
MOP1.0 754AN
PHGLaalal Iwo
1./.175.0
1111171CriltS.'TO DA',.' sta
rencoper 0004.A.AWR1C-ANI
06P.AUJI00 C.CCLOr
.
11.11111i OVVN NONA
140AAIN OwIV III
MA.0.004. 140111..,0.i_Y °Sa
.COMP/4FM0
/4
/414-1.10141
44/1"n4 ONLY 11.4
MIL L10P' OEFOR..S
wORLD Irv^^

CLOSEOUT - Linoleum a n d
plastic blocks, only 10c, 14c
and 15c per block while present stock lasts. Exchange
Furniture
Company,
20 7
Church Street, Fulton.

$100
A

.1. R. CORN1VELL

MAYTAG WA/MERL standard
and automatic models, $129.95
and up Sales and service. SEAT COVER SPECIAL! Regular $29.95 all-plastic seat
Bennett Electric, Phone SOL
covers, only $19..95. Fit all
popular makes cars. Limited
PRICES SLASHED on Wizard
quantity, hurry! Western Auto
freezers: all models reduced.
Store, Fulton.
Buy now at savings up to
$60.00; prices start at $199 95. HELP WANTED - Sewing machine operators. Steady work
Western Auto, Lake Street,
on coats and jackets. ExpeFulton.
rience essential. Apply FRUIT
of the LOOM Factory, Hickman, Ky

Sewing Machine?

only

well, Jr.; Harrison Burns, Jack
Graham, West Graham, Tom
Counce and Kenneth Brewington.

H'

r-11:11/'118/3rWPri-aS,_11-V-1014
,

.-.t1 C)

OAN IE^SU

DEATHS
MRS. LULA BONE
Services for Mrs Lula Bone
of Fulton, who died at 3:30 p.m.
Thursday at Jones Hospital,
where she had been a patient
for the past 10 days, were held
at the Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel, Saturday afternoon, October 6, at 2. The Rev. John
Laida, pastor of the First Baptist Church, and the Rev. H. E.
Russell, pastor of the First
Mettiodigt CI-lurch. officiated.
Burial was in Cereenlea Cemetery. Bc4
.•
Mrs
'
hadinade her home
with her sister, ,Miss Beaulah
Legg at 301 Carr Street for the
past 16 years.
She leaves two sons, R. W.
Bone of Memphis and Marion
Bone of Alton, Ill.; a daughter,
Mrs. Charles Tucker of Jonesboro, Ark.; three brothers, D D.
Legg of Fulton, H. B. Legg of
Memphis and J. H. Legg of
Martin; two sisters, Miss Beulah
Legg of Fulton and Mrs. Fred
Hatch of Memphis. an aunt,
Mrs. Bob Belew of Fulton, who
lived with Mrs. Bone and Miss
Legg at 301 Carr; four grandchildren, and several nieces and
nephews.

MRS. MARY PRUETT
Services for Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Pruett of Fulton, Route 2,
who died at the Fulton Hospital Saturday morning at 4, were
held at the Liberty Baptist
Church, Sunday afternoon, October 7, at 2. Bro. Fleetwood'
Rogers of Paducah officiated.
under direction of Whitnel Funeral Home was in the
church cemetery.
Mrs. Pruett was born in East
Prairie, Mo., in 1892. She was a
member of the Fulton Jesus
Christ Church of Latter Day
Saints.
Mrs. Pruett leaves her husband, James R. Pruett; a son,
James K Pruett, Jr.; three sisters, Mrs. Booker Graham of
Crutchfield, Mrs. Willie Statham of Union Church, Miss,
and Mrs. M. F. Glidewell of
Hickman, Route 4; five grandchildren., Jimmy, David, Darryl,
Keith and Wanda Pruett; and
a number of nieces and nephews.
Pallbearers were Milton Glid-

Fully Automatic Heater as Low as $92
Terms: Only $10.00 Down, $5.00 per month
Let us figure your heating requirements, and a complete installation!

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 Lake Street

Telephone 1

1 BROWN TWEED TOPCOAT,size 39, regular ly $59.50 now only $19.95.
UNDER SHORTS-sizes 30 to 36, regularly to $1.50, only 55c, 2 for $1.00.
TIES-$1.50 to $2.50 values, 55c each-2 for $1.00.
ARROW WHITE SHIRTS-Regularly $3.95, only $2.65 each - 2 for $5.00.
HATS--Lee, $7.50-Stetson, $10.00 - Disney $15.00,'2 price.
HICKOK JEWELRY-$1.50 to $5.00 values
2 price.
SPORT COATS-$17.95 only $7.95, 25.00 only $9.95, $29.75 only $12.95.

35c TABLE

95c TABLE

$3.50 Mufflers, $2.95 Shirt-Tie Cases
$1.50 Ties, $1.25 Knitted Shorts 28 and 40.

1 Pair, size E Pajamas, $5.95 Fancy Vest.
$7.95 to $13.95 Slacks, to $6.95 Bermuda
cn Pnlfe c nn
ss.no Gloves

A•

•
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CAYCE
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles It Sloan in Covington.
Their granddaughters Jean and
Janice retucned home with them
NNW

41111MIr

FOR THE

BEST
IN GOOD

USED
FURNITURE
SEE

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 35
Listen to WFUL for latest

newst

for a weeks visit.
Mrs.- Minnie Mabry of Denver. Colo., is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Ora Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs. Talrnudge Corurn have returned to their home
in 4kron, Ohio after a two weeks
visit with relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jackson attended the funeral and bunal
of Ray's grandfather at Calvary
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church in Graves County.
Mrs. Ray Jackson spent Thursday and Friday in Paducah, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gadberry
and Freddie hive moved to the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel
Simpson.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Denton and
son, and Mrs.-Pearl -Fry of Union City spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Scearce.
Miss Myrtle Burnette and Mrs.
Ruth Cloys were Sunday guests
of Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
Clarice.
The revival at the Baptist
Church started Sunday and will
continue through the week.
Plant evergreens now and deciduous trees and shrubs as
soon as they drop their leaves,
recommends N. R. Elliott, UK
Extension specialist in horticulture.
Crabgrass should be cut short,
raked and removed in order to
get rid of the seeds.

I
LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE
Street Est
Lake
All Favorite Brands

A.:ross From The
Coca-Cola Plant

I PLENTY FREE

PARKIN!

1111111111•111111111111111111111111=1111111111.11111111/.
WONDERFUL new invention now sold here. Free
IMPROVED
SUTHERLAND'S
Demonstration
TORTUROUS BULBS,
ELIMINATF
TRUSS.
BELTS & STRAPS—No side or hip pressure—The
latest Scientific answer for reducible hernia. Guaranteed never to break, rust or lose tension—No Elastic—No Leather—No Odors.
Sold Exclusively In Fulton by us

CITY DRUG C0s

Flume 70-4211
40$ Lake Street

Less than

hours away

"Mr and Miss Tomorrow"

Mrs. George Elliott •
of Pleasant View
The
iiiet at the church Saturday afternoon for the regular meeting. The new program chairmart;
Magdalene Jackson, presented a
very interesting program. Margaret Holt. president, was in
charge of the business meeting.
The following members were
present, Madge McNatt, Lucille
Melton, Maurine Thomas, Margaret Holt, and Fannie Elliott.
Mr. and_ Mrs. Herbert Morrison and children and Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Morrison. all of
Memphis visited relatives here
and in Fulton over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbrie Bethel
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bill Brown
Sunday and attended church at
Pleasant View.
(Top row, (1 to r): TODD VINCENT RUSSELL,
Several from this coriununity
age one month, MARION LEE „RUSSELL, age one
attended the singing at New
year, and THOMAS JOSEPH RUSSELL, age two
Hope Sunday night.
years.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Wilkinson
(Bottom row, (1 to r): TERRY THOMAS RUSSELL.
spent Sunday with Brother and
age 3; LINDA CAROL RUSSELL, age 5. The foreMrs. Arthur Wilkinson. Ralph
going are children of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas NV RusWilkinson and family from Denser were home for the weekend' sell of Fulton Route Two, and grandchildren of T. A.
enrouted to New York.
Russell. At the right is TERRY McDANIEL, age 6,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McDaniel of Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
were Sunday guests of Mrs. and granddaughter of Mrs. Myrtle McDaniel of MeMaud Jones.
tropolis, Ill. and of Mrs. A. D. Riley of California.
Congratulations to our "smallerset" Dale and Martha Lynn
severe gall bladder attack SatThomas and Lesa Jackson for •CHESTNUT GLADE urday and was carried to the
winning the blue ribbons and
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn • Pii.lton Hospital where she is
red ribbons in the baby show at
improving.
the Welch School Fair.
Jimmie Keith Barber is a paThe 37th annual Field Day and
Several members from the
tient at Haws Hospital due to
atwell
was
Fair
church attended the association Community
an injury to his knee while
at the Jolly Springs church this tended and a very pleasant day playing at schcxil. last Thursappeared to be enjoyed. Again day.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Clement the highlight of the day was
Mr. and Mrs. Van Brann and
has as their guests Mr. and Mrs. the fine baby show Each of the
John Clement and children of other departments displayed a Hoyt Vaughn from Memphis
with
Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. Emerson large assortment of nice prod- were weekend visitors
homefolks.
Harris and children of Dresden. ucts. The flower shot*/ was esThe Chestnut Glade Horn,'
The
fine.
capable
The occasion was Mrs. Clem- pecially
ents and her grand son, Johnny judges in the women's depart- Demonstration Club will meet
Clements, birthday on Wednes- ment were Miss Louise Odom for the regular October nwtsting
and Miss Cora Livingston the with Mrs. L. F. Burke instead of
day of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Brann of Obion County Home Agent. Mr. Mrs. J. M. Burke as was reportMemphis visited relatives here Shanklin and Mrs. Adrian Brann ed last week. The meeting will
at 1 p.m.
over the weekend. Mrs. Minnie judged the agriculture display. be held October
Brann returned home with them. The ball game at 7:30 was well Visitors are cordially invited.
Mr. and Mrs. "Red" Rogers attended. The Palmersville girls
and granddaughter, Margaret won. Congratulations to the
This is the 50th year of FedAnn of Herring. Ill. and Mrs. Chestnut Glade boys on winning eral meat inspection service,
Mollie Cantrell spent the week in their game.
assuring the nation healthy, usend with Mr. and Mrs. Charley
Mrs. Ern Giriffin suffered -a able meat cuts.
Bowen.

BETTY PEEPLES
NAMED QUEEN

land of 50011 Paschal Street was
elected as an attendant to the
Queen She is a freshman

Farm accidents kill 40 farm
Miss Betty Faye Peeples, 17, residents daily, and injure one
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo person every 30 seconds.
Peeples, of 715 East State Line,
was elected as football queen of
1956 by the members of the
football squad.
Betty, a senior, has been attending South Fulton for the
past 12 years. She is secretary
of her class, and is also a metnber of the paper and annual
staffs. She has served for two
years as student council member, has been a member of the
basketball team for 3 years, a
majorette for 5 years. The past
twn years she has been head
Majorette.
16,
Miss Lorraine Fields,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Clyde
Fields of 312 Paschal St, was
elected as an attendant to the
Queen. A junior, she. is the
president of her class, has been
cheerleader for the past 3 years,
and is the head cheerleader this
Exchange Furniture Co.
year.
Outland, 14, t
Miss
Wanda
l'horie :U
Church St.
daughter of Mrs. Dorthea Out-

1REG. 30.9 ETHYL 32.9

PIPELINE
No. 1 Lake St.

1

Phone 918$

24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE

Record Enrollment
Established At UK
The largest fall enrollment in
the 91-year history of the University of Kentucky-8,125.—has
been recorded this semester at
UK The previous high was 7,929
in 1948
A breakdown of the enrollment shows a total of 6,825 students on the Lexington campus;
168 at the College of Pharmacy;
807 enrolled for credit at the
Northern Center in Covington,
and 325 registefed for college
credit in evening classes at Lexington. Not included are more
than 340 Central Kentuckians
taking non-credit evening work
on the campus; more than 1,635
persons engaged in home study
courses, or 44 enrolled in noncredit classes at the Covington
center.

tvvo great bourbon
at one new low price

The flavor and food value of
pork shoulder steaks are as
great as of pork chops, but at
lower cost because of less demand.
-- —

Save Space, Install a

W LL HEATER
Put • wall to wall
carpet of warmth on
your floors .. . have
even. steady heat in
the farthest corners!
Rimy to instalL fits
Into the wall between

CH EVR LET

past...
of
The car that breaks the patternsthe
957

ICU be on hand bright and early—
^

7
Only franchise(' Chevrolet dealers

-

•amlit•••••=artv -r-risur-

$975
al PINT
$140
HALF
PINT

Brothars also avalleitl• as•
6 Yaw Old, IRO Free!
Konhocky Straight Merb•• Whiskey

•

.Noth;ng
Down
/CHEVROLIST /

MEDLEY BROTHERS
4 YEARS OLD
Rattlitd-in-Bond

display this famous tradernart

EARLE & TAYLOR CHEVROLET (0., INC.
Lake Street

Muds.
•Tan No Fleet Specs
—Not Eves •
Isolstal
•°caplets' IOW
Three. Toot Nees
•Nan in Get
"lea Mo11
Easy
•I:Arent "issthesseerpizse"
•DIncllosak law
Available
•Gs' &nisi us.
ma" Mew
•Carats* Wants
Safety Geese
•EASY FHA TERMS
3 Years to Pay
Pay As Unto As

Fulton., Ky.

tRAHAM
rURNITIIRE CO
Walnut St.

Phone 185
ArtiMnitANNIAMMIllir

NISOLIV

$399
DISTILLINO COMPANY •

FIVE 'ROTHE'S
• YI ARS 01.0
90 P.,••1
▪ vela StreIgh.
N.,••• Mar.,

owasuono. icetcruoxv

ieet was
tU the

4

far ri.
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Wow! Whatta Series!
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Diary of Doin's1
By Mary Nelle Wright
The News writes social happenings about you and
your friends (Listen To Airwave Diary: Thursday,
9:45 A. M., Over WFUL)

Used to ber.4.. newshen had to confine her interviews
to the written page . . . but now with communications
getting ever more simple, even for a novice like me . . .
you can interview over the airways and have the person interviewed answer the questions so all can hear.

That's what happened lastweek when we took tape recorder in hand and visited with
Daisy Terry and Mrs. Eliza
White at the White home on Eddings Street. (This interview
was broadcast on "My Fair
Ludy" program
Monday on
WFUL).
We sat down in the lovely living room with these two gracioua ladies and spent an hour
with them that we shall always
hold dear in our memory.
As many of you know — our
beloved "Miss Daisy" is leaving
Fulton Sunday to make her
home in the future with her
children who live in St. Louis
and Okahoma City.
About eleven years ago Mrs.

1111(
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.
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Terry came to Fulton to live
with her devoted friend, Mrs
White. It was in 1922 that these
ladies met for the first time
when they lived in East St
Lou, Ill They immediately became good friends.
The following year they made
a trip to England together where
they visited Miss Daisy's relatives. Of course, you know that
Miss Daisy was born in England.
She came to America when she
Just a young lady — so the trip
"back home" was even more
pleasant because Miss Eliza could
meet her beloved family. As she
told us—"Eliza is the only friend
I have in America who knows
my family." So—we know that
this made the bond between
these two ladies—even stronger.
They had so many interests.
Among some of their special interests are collecting antiques.
making lovely pieces of needlepoint, dainty aprons, and so
many handmade things — there
wouldn't be room to mention
them.
They are a source of constant
inspiration to the entire membership of the Episcopal Church
in Fulton And even though Miss
Daisy will no longer live here
—she told us that she will leave
her membersnip in the local
church — because', she said,
"This church is where my heart
Is',
When Miss Daisy leaves on
Sunday -- we aren't saying,
"Good-bye" — We're just going to say that she's away on a
visit -- because she will always
belong to all of us in Fulton.

CITY ELECTRIC CO.

Here and There
This is just the kind of day
M Martin
pack a picnic lunch and "take
Phone 401 to
05 Commercial
r' for
a favorite fishing spot
We know four ladies who were
F'utten. Ky.
ut bright and early Tuesday and
Hugh Itu.shion—J

William Graham, 3-month-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Maddox. 515 Third Street,
doesn't express a preference
between the Yankees or the
Dodgem, but the chuckle
could indicate that he has
followed it Mippily. (Photo by
Gardner's Studio, Commercial
Avenue.)
were soon on their way to Kentucky Lake — up Irvin Cobb
way. These four fisher-ladles
make many trips up that way
each year — and what is MORE
—they always come home with
the catch. We're talking about
Montez Baird, Ann Holland,
Louise Binford and Maree Bushart. They spent the night at
the Binford cabin and fished
again on Wednesday.
About three years ago a group
of "gals" decided they were
tired of being "luncheon widows" each Friday — what with
all of the men-folk going to the
Lion's Club — so we just formed
a luncheon group of our own.
We meet each Friday at the
Derby Cafe
Now this is a very u.npredictable group — as some days the
table is filled to capacity—sometimes running over. Then other
Fridays. there may be just two
or three But, anyway — it is
an hour of comaraderie that we
enjoy together.
When Bud and Lorene Hughes
moved to Fulton — Lorene was
invited to join the group — because immediately AFTER the
luncheon several of the memben RUSH to some borne —
hastily set up the bridge tables

KASNOW'S
Week-End Specials
Thursday-Friday-Saturday-Monday
Just Received ... .

LADIES 60 GAUGE HOSE
Slight Irregulars
Of $1.35 Stockings

MEN'S FLANNEL SHIRTS
$2.49 Value
Long Tail—Ideal For Work or Play
Sizes 14-17

47c pair

$1.98

80 SQUARE PRINTS

LADIES FLANNEL GOWNS

New Fall Patterns. Reg. 39c yd.

3 yds $1

$1.69 Value — Sizes 16-17

$1.29
IN OUR SHOE DEPARTMENT

LADIES BRIEFS
Sizes S-M-L

pr $1

LADIES FALL FLATTIES

A fitting climax to a week
filled with interesting events
was the trip we made up to Kentucky Lake Saturday where we
attended the Democratic Women's Luncheon which was held
at Kenlake Hotel.
The lake — is at its height of
Autumnal splendor. As I stood
in the attractive dining room at
the hotel and looked out through
the large windows—I thought—
surely there can be no place any
lovelier.
And this feeling was prevalent among all of the women who
had come to Kentucky Lake
from all over the state of Kentucky to attend this meeting.
We were happy to see our
many friends from the different
counties. The entire day was an
enjoyable one Several ladies
attended from Fulton and Hickman among whom were Martha
Hornsby, Kathryn Lannom, Helen Stone, Mozelle Hamby, Mary
Louise Gossum, Jo Westpheling
and Ethel Freeman.
Mrs. Paul liornbeak was honored with a lovely tea Sunday
afternoon from 2 until 5 at the
Masonic Hall which was elven
1.• the Fulton Chanter 41 Order
of the Eastern Star,
Mrs. Horn beak is leaving in
Iwo weeks for Louisville where
she will attend the Grand Chapter Meeting of the Eastern Star
of Kentucky. She will be in
Louisville from the 21st until
the 24th where she will attend
the many activities planned for
the members
On Sunday the Eastern Star
Home will be hosts to a lovely
Open House Als., on the agenda
will be a banquet at the Brown
honor of the
Hotel given •
Grand Officers. This will be followed by a reception. The formal opening of the Grand Chapter will be on Monday. Mrs.
liornbeak will return to Fulton
in the 25th.
Mrs. Harvey Hurd, Jr. of
South Fulton was hostess to the
Hi-Lo Bridge Club Thursday
evening.
Mrs. Marshall Stallons won
the high score prize, Mrs Harold
Wiley. bridge-bingo and Mrs.
Paul Heltsley, the travel prize.
Mrs. Hurd served delicious
pie and coffee to her guests.
Other members playing were
Mrs. Bill Bell, Mrs. Jerry Hawks,
Mrs. Doyle Shupe, Mrs. Bob McKnight and Mrs. Pete Byars.
Members of the Fulton Elks
Club entertained their wives and
friends Saturday evening with
a dance A large crowd attended
and danced to the music of Paul
Westpheling and His Melody
Men. The local club is making
plans to have a dance during the
Christmas Season.

$2.98 and $3.98

CARDIGAN

BOBBIE SOXS

$1.59 Value

Sizes 8 to 11

Food Sense —Not Nonsense

Snacks—Part of the Act
This country is becoming a
four-and five-meal nation, if the
rapid trend toward snacks is an
indication. From the coffee break
through to the bedtime lunch,
fractional meals are added to the
sometimes not-so-square three
meals a day.
If you have adopted the American Plan and want your snack
to be a real treat, see that it adds
its share of proteins, vitamins,
aid minerals toward your daily
n-eds — just as do your breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Snacks
may play tricks and appear as
an unwelcome bulge at the waistline, if you fail to count the
cr'ories as part of your total food
These fourth and fifth meals of
the day are almost a necessity
for youngsters, if they are to
1.-,ve enough energy and nutrients for growth and development.
Strdies conducted by a mid.. -est
c^"--•e rl-mucci that from 13 to

17 percent of calories consumed
by children each day is in the
form of snacks. The snack is a
delightful way, too, for grownups to bridge the gap between
one meal and the next.
To select your snack, take a
cue from the seven basic food
groups which include milk, meat
or eggs, fruits or vegetables, enriched bread or cereals. When you
combine several of these foods in
a favorite sandwich, you benefit
from the share of nutrients that
each food contributes.
Since snacks are part of the
American scene, see that they
play their roles in good form. If
you haye been skiine or swimming, Our snack right consist
of a sandwich made with enriched bread and a beverage. Now
if your activities have been limited to a cozy seat in front of TV,
you had better cut your order to
toast sticks and a glass of fruit

Mrs. H. 0. Harrison, Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Cruce, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Cruce and Vancil, Mrs
Doris Cruce and Howard, Mr
and Mrs. Alvin Graham, Mr
and Mrs. Kiethly Cruce and
children; Mr. John Elmer Cruce,
Mrs. Susie Belle Gardner and
Larry; Mr. and Mrs. Joe Faulkner, Mrs. Vonnie Dunn and
Jimmy, Mr. and Mrs .Ray Jackson, Mrs. Stella Dunn, Mrs
Ruth Cloys, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bequette and sons, Mr. and
Mrs. William 'Kelley and children, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tucker Jr. and sons, and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred McClanahan and sons.
THE NELL HARDY W.M.U.
OF CRUTCHFIELD HOLDS
REGULAR MEETING
Nell Hardy W.M.U. of Crutchfield
Baptist
Church
met
Thursday night, October 4, with
11 members and three visitors
present for the regular meeting.
The new president, Mrs. Lewis Patric, presided over a brief
business session. The program
was presented by Mrs. Lewis
Patric, those on program were,
Mesdames Lewis_ _Patric, J. R
Lell, Miss Winnie Veatch, Loyd
Henderson, Macon Shelton and
Mrs. Walter Nichols, with prayer by Mrs. Ira Saddler.
After the social hour the closing prayer was lead by Mr. Joe
Neathery.
Delicious refreshments were
served by Mrs. Lewis Patric.

Have their
portrait made

NOW

Margaret Nell Cantrell was
high scorer in the games for the
evening and Ruby Boyd Poe held
low score.
Late in the evening Margaret
served a delicious party plate to
her guests.
Others who attended were
Josephine Omar, Maurine Treas,
Andy DeMyer, Martha Mahan,
Helen King and Rachel Williams,

CRUCE FAMILY ENJOYS
FAMILY REUNION AT
COLUMBUS STATE PARK
A Cruce reunion was held on
Sunday. September 30, at Columbus Belmont Park. A delightful barbecue arid
picnic
lunch was enjoyed by all attending.
Those present for the occasion were: Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
Cruce, Los Angeles; Ms. and
Mrs. Lewis Shankle, Chicago;
To morrow
Ruby McDade entertained her Mr and Mrs. Al Cruce, Mr. and
Sunday School Class of the First Mrs. Harry Tucker Sr., Mr. and
will be too late...
Christian Church with a lovely
if you want to keep today's
eupper at the home on Third
inemoriespaliee ...for children
Street Tuesday e;ening.
grow, and grow, and grow...
This was the first meeting of
and each day they are different.
the class since promotion and
and
officers were elected at a
A record of their p-ewth,in
short business session immediprofessionally made portraits,
wall always be year met,
ately after the supper.
precious pommies.
Immense. and 11.01
Members of the class are
Loa( km Pane LOSES at
Nancy Bushart, Eugenia Harris,
Ira Can,'Sena se writs
Sandra Stevenson, Nancy Dane,
Low Bete of Mersa
Ise ea impalement TOOAVI
Lkinnie
M.cKrught,
Wallace
Shankle, Jr., Jim Bushart, PhilCharles T. Cameo's
lip Andrews. Wayne Anderson,
GARDNER'S STUDIO
Teddy Dalton and Gary WilliamCommercial Ave...
Phone 03
Charles
W.
Burrow
son.
Fulton, Ky.

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW

'SEE DOTTY FOR YOUR FOOTWEAR

p.

jewel Myatt made a group of
ten-year old youngsters happy
recently when she entertained
them with a weiner and marsh
mallow roast out at the City

Park.
All of the young ladies were
members of a Sunday School
Class at the Baptist Church. After the supper they had fun
playing games. Those who attended were Jane Warren, Mary
Idella Bondurant, Martha Kaye
Hemphill, Josephine Hancock,
Martha Lee. DeMyer and Freida
Kay Yates.

exactly as sena in GLAMOUR

(),t9
qte!!p

Margaret Homra was hostess
to her weekly bridge club Thursday evening at her home on
Norman Street.

Bet dressed
Lew i4lert ilim elm look!
that donee-y soft to*, coat Insole)
that bit a' gleam on the bowl
the, touch of fettle!
Laos those colors Taupe. Cigarette, Grey.
Block calf. Bieck, *own.
Navy weds. A4f/ Wit rile • • •

4 pr $1.00

Prices Quoted Are Good Oily On Days Above

1099

Kasnow's Dept. Store
Lake St.
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Suedes and Leathers
Priced ....

LADIES COTTON

$1.00

— and have an afternoon of Page
bridge. And Lorene is one of'
these ARDENT bridge players.
The popular Hughes couple
left our city not so many
moons ago and moved to Paducah — but every time Lorene
has a ride this way — she's
right here_ for the Friday Luncheon Gals.
But Lorene decided she wantegt_the gaps to come to Paducah
Friday and be her guests for
luncheon. As you well may
know — EVERYONE is ready
to go!

Fulton, Ky.

SALAD DRESSING

OTHERS WOO to 99.99

SEE DOTTY FOR YOUR, FOOTWEAR
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FULTON COUNTY HAS 111 MILES OF
FEDERAL AID ROADS, KISER STATES
Fulton County has 121.4 miles
of highways approved by the
U. S. Bureau of Public Roads
for possible federal aid, State
Highway
Bert
Commissioner
Kiser reports.
As such, he said, these roads,
or part of therm could qualify
for improvement under the proposed new highway construction program, as needs and
priorities are determined, funds
become available, and federal
approval is obtained for specific
projects.
The county's mileage of federal-aid highways includes 112.9
miles of secondary and 8.5 miles
of primary roads. In alL there
are approximately 18,800 miles
of such roads in Kentucky.
Kiser's explanation of the federal-aid mileage came after re-

ports that some persons had the
erroneous impression that only
highways bearing U. S. route
markings are entitled to federal
aid.
Funds for federal-aid secondary and primary roads are allocated on a 50-50 basis for the
next three years. The state is
required to put up $1 to match
each $1 obtained from the U.S
government for construction on
these highways.
These roads are in addition to
the 641 miles designated as Kentucky's part of the Federal Interstate Highway System. For
the interstate routes, under the
new highway program, the U. S.
government will put up $9 for
each $1 put up by the state toward the cost.
There is also the federal-aid
urban system, which consists of
about 225 miles of primary and
approved extensions of the secKentucky
in
ondary system
cities also financed on the 50-50
matching basis.

karatattiLIA..

Map shows Fulton county's mileage of roads approved by the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads for posaible federal construction aid. Note markings are
those of Federal road agency and not the road or
highway numbers posted on the routns.
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TO YOUR HEALTH -

should be taught even very lot primary teeth as well as
Eating too many sweets is I young children. The first trip permanent teeth are less sensistill the main cause of dental de- should be made wrie.n the child
Hoe if filled while cavities are
cay, dentists say.
is about four years old. Baby Ismail, and the child will not dehas
profession
The dental
warned people for a number of
years to eat fewer sweets, especially in-between -meal snacks.
The importance of this warning
is shown by the fact that in
most areas the average sixteenyear-old has nine teeth affected
by decay.
Working with your Fulton
Health Department, the Kenof
Department
State
tucky
Dental
of
Division
Health's
Health is waging a campaign to
reduce dental decay. There is a
continuous educational program
urging twice a year visits to the
dentist, good nutrition, and proper borne care. The regular visits
to the dentist for a check-up

It's a good thing the so-called married days she had to shovel
"heavy" household chores are a the coal rind haul away the ashes
lot lighter than they used to be. 1 most of the time. She insists that
just finished doing whet is sup- tending the furnace was a job
posed to be a man's job----getting which always fell on the shoulders
our heating system ready for the of the women of our family. So
first cool days.
being one of a family of old line
Of course there really isn't much furnace tenders I'm glad my job
te it-1 just took the vacuum and is so simple. ((el course I still
dust cloth and swished away dirt have the job of persuading Jim to
and lint that had accumulated on put up the stone windows.)
the gas burner in our furnace!
Being In charge of our heating
Now all we have to do is turn up system I made sure we would have
the thermostat whenever we want a full tank of gas to start the heatheat.
ing Denson. Our
Vacuuming the air ducts in the
LP-Gas service
baseboards around the house are
man came
routine jobs but I guess this is a
around the oth
part of getting the house ready
er day to see
for the heating season, too.
that everybody
161,
I can't help
filled his tank
but remember
early this year.
\ what grandHe said that so
mother told me
•many new CILOabout the "good
tomer• were
old days". She added he wanted to be sure he
said she certain- would have enough supply to rely wasn't inter- fill his customers'"back yard gas
ested in going wells" later on during the heart
•
back to an old of winter. The best way he can do
pot bellied stove this, he says, is to empty his big
in the parlor. The only reason for storage tanks now by filling his
tl e cozy gatherings around the customers'smaller tanks and then
stove — which people always tell refilling his own while the gas is
you about so fondly — was that it readily
With all the freak storms
was too cold to sit more than a
few feet away from the fire. Ard around the country this year,
it certainly was no fun getting up there's no telling what kind of a
on freezing mornings to build up winter we might have. 8% I'm
a fire befor,the net of the family sure going to see to it that we
could ever get out of bed. Grand- have plenty of fuel to keep us
pa would never admit that it was cosy and warm—to say nothing
mralmother who got up first
about cooking and water heating
I strongly 'inspect that was and all the rest of my modern applian--s which are deem-dent on
our "back yard gas well."

ke
I

velop a fear of dental work.
With these early trips to the
dentist, proper diet, cutting
down on sweets, and brushing
after every meal a child may
grow into adulthood with strong.
healthy teeth.
On the other nano. a neglected mouth means cavities now
and possible illness later
The division of Dental Health

emergency treatment by the
dentists of the trailer units and
at stationary clinics.
This year about fifty Kentucky
counties, with the help of local
dentists and public spirited civic
groups, will institute dental
health programs to care for
emergency
-dental
problems
among underprivileged children
in the community
In Kentucky now approximately 750,000 people are drinking fluoridated water. Tooth decay can be reduced at least 85%
through this economcial means..
Some,of the twenty-three community water supplies using
fluorides find the cost is as low
as four mats per person per
year Your local dentists or your
local Health Department can
help you in the establishment of
a water system that will take
advantage of this means of control. Work to improve dental
health in your community Your
local health department will
help.

"Hot Flashes Stopied"
or strikingly reli•vod

In 63-1110%• of noses In doctors' tests
•If you're intserahle
from the "hot
flashes,- and accompanying Irrttable,
restless feelings of
**change of life" - you may be suffering
Unneceasart I y ,
•par . . in tests by
Lydia
doctors
Pinkham's compound and Tablets
brought relief (ruin
such functionallysawed suffering to
of the
43% and so% trespectivaly striking
women tooted! Compiles Or
relief'
also provides dental health trailYes! Research bps proved these
medicines taororgaiy trboderle to
ers — traveling dental clinics - - prison
has shown you where to
arid personnel to wore with lo- look for renef from those dIstreasinS,
cal dentists and local health de- Dervous. 'out of Darer feelings of
end-life "change"
partment tows r d improving
get Lydia It Ptnkharn s VeteSo
comm unit y dental health. Du r - 5
b.k.
Ii. 00Mpl)Un4-- or new. Jrniirove4:1
ts with added front (Wonderint the fiscal year of 1165-56,
too. for the fusettonal pains of
state dentists and hygienists ex- trumsbeal
periods.)
amined over 104,000 children.
Is re saroose ••••••••••
allaalaa WINN=
Many of them were sent to their
alidinala Of mew
rniMi
private dentists other received
*ere erne i

FALL HARVEST SALE

Mid, by
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SAVE
MONEY

STATES SEEDS
SOUTHERN
with

Sability
outhern States Seeds are selected for
to

produce more tons of hay or
per acre—more feed from a bushel of seed.

their

grain

(ALL CERTIFIED SEED)
ICENBAR BARLEY
DuBOIS OATS
KNOX WHEAT

$2.50 Bu.
$2.20 Bu.
$4.10 Bu.

FERTILIZER
Now available for immediate delivery.
(in 50-pound bags)
WE FILL ALL PURCHASE ORDERS

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Rooth Puttee

Ill Ceetsid Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE ALTNCY

MAKES 11411417 0
':-... :.
FULL-SIZE
-c"‘1441166
BED
FOR 2
Notke the massive styling of the sage—the
arm design, for instance, is usually only
found in much higher priced suites...and
ihe button tufting, welting and brass-tip
hogs tool The 2-piece suite is not all you
get either.... there's a set of 3 matched
blond or mahogany gloss-top tables, a
pair of modern lamps with parchment
shades, 2 full-size sheets, 2 pillowcases,
blanket and pair of pillows to complete
your dual-purpose room outfit All for one
low price.

5800

ALL THIS
BEDDING
INCLUDED
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• ROCK SPRINGS
Mrs. Nettie Lou

opelen •

hti
Mrs. Jahe Sandia!,
visited KV and Mrs. Loyd Henderson Thursday night
Bobby Brown has accepted a
position in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs Pat Snow and

doestt b•

LOCKED •
OUT
Always ferry
An Extra Key

Mrs. Ella Veatch spent awhile
Thursday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Carl BelL
Mr .A .E. Green visited Mr.
and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen Friday afternoon.
Ann Maxwell spent last. week
end with Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Taylor.
Mrs. Colen Brown visited Mrs.
Ella Veatch Saturday afternon.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Moultrie,
Mr and Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs.
Ella Veatch visited Mr. and
Mrs. Mitchel Gwyn Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Allie Newton and granddaughter are visiting near Tiptonville, Tenn.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Happy Birthday: Oct. 12.
Mrs. Robert Hodges, Mrs. John
Matthews, Mrs. John Farabough;
Oct. 13: Claudette Owen, Joe
Hall, kra. Joe Hall; Oct. 14:
Martha Sue Holland, Mrs. R.
M. Welch; Oct. 18: Jerry Atkins,
Guy Fry; Oct. 17: Mr. Reitier
Fields; Oct. 18: Michael Celliham, Desaie Abbott, A. J. Lift,
Mrs. Grover Dallas.

•
aopried"
olievod
doctors' testi
204 Main

Fulton
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• PIERCE STATION.
Mrs. Charles Lowe •
(Last Week)

From th. road up, 1957 Fords are a complete departure from previous models. They
will be
'evened by Ford dealers is 19 body styles, of which this is the four door Victoria,
a member of
he new ~Fairlane 509^ aeries. Fairlase models are nine inches larger and four
inches lower than
their 1956 counterparts. Though the new models are lower, interior headroom is as great
as last
rear, sine* the ear's thuds and floor are re-designed for a lower center of gravity.

SERVICE
NOTES
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Buy a modern
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Specialist Third Class Coy
Robinson Jr., 21, whose parents
live in Hickman, Ky., participated in Organizational Day activities for the new 101st Airborne Division at Fort Campbell, Ky., Sept. 21.
The 101st has been reorganized along concepts of modern
atomic-age warfare and is now
a streamlined, completely airtransportable unit packed with
firepower.
A surveyer in Battery A of
the division's 67th Field Artillery Battalion, he entered the
Army in July 1955. Robinson attended Murray State College.

SPARE THE LIME AND
SPOIL THE CROP
It has been a long time since
I have discussed the liming situation in this territorje Here
are a few facts from, the Plant
Food Review and myself. Much
of our farm land is still unlimed.
This is due to the farmer putting i t off or just not knowing
that his soil is acid or sour.
There is only one way you can
Specialist Third Class Harold
be sure your soil is in need of
lime or not and that is with a L Lewis, son of Mr and Mrs.
soil test. This is a must these John W Lewis. Route 4, Fulton
days when your production may is a member of the 6th Armored
be limited by insufficient lime. Cavalry Regiment's Company B
The appearance of certain nox- which recently placed first in
ious weeds also indicated that Seventh Army reconnaissance
-you need lime, but these un- company tank gunnery competiwanted plants just can't talk tion in Germany
Specialist Lewis is a mechanic
SO WE STILL DON'T KNOW
That leaves us with a soil test in the company lie entered the
to make sure we know the cor- Army in June 1954 and completed basic training at Fort
rect answere.
Most crops grow well on Chaffee, Ark.
Lewis is a 1953 graduate of
slightly acid to neutral soil in
reaction to testing. Tobacco, Fulton High School
strawberrieS. potatoes (sweet
Army Specialist Third Class
and white), and blueberries require a little more acid than oth- Harry Finch, whose wife, Clara,
er field crops with Alfalfa, sweet lives at Hickman. Ky., is a
clover and apples growing in member of the 3rd Armored DiVision in Germany
an alkaline soil.
Specialist Finch, son of Mr.
Lime not only corrects soil
acidity, it also serves as an and Mrs Lynn Finch, 1325 E.
economical source of Calcium, Main St., Lansing, Mich., is a
one of our important plant nu- tank gunner in Company A of
trients. Magnesium is also sup- the division's 709th Tank Batplied when dolonuuc materials talion.
are used.
Army Pfc. Charles F. BenLime isn't a fertilizer within
its self but works as a team with nett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Buliertflizers to produce higher ford Bennett, Fulton, Ky., is a
yields arid crops of a higher member of the 7th Infantry Diquality. Liming without fertili- vision in Korea.
Bennett is a squad leader with
zation seldom
produces top
yields and conversely, crops H Company of the division's
cannot take advantage of avail- 32nd Infantry Regiment.
able plant nutrients unless the
Army Pfc. Edward Dickenson,
soil acidity is within an optimum
range. Most plant nutrients be- whose wife, Annie, lives on
come available when soil acidity Route 1, Denmark, S. C , recentis from 8.0 to 7.0 or mildly acid
to neutral with the possible exception of iron and manganese.
These two boys are acid loving
nutrients and decrease in availability as the soil sweetens.
All types of insurance
Liming re
endations are
available for e
SAVE .1 GET our
state and
county so c nsult your local
PACKAGE DEAL
County Agen or Farm Advisor
for specific instructions.
"Covering everything"
Remember, in order to balance
your farm budget you first have
309 East Walnut St.
to balance soils plant food.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 408
Go to Church Sunday!

y arrived on Okinawa and is
now a member of the 97th Antiaicraft Artillery Group.
Dickenson, a radar operator
in Battery B of the group's 85th
Battalion, entered the Army in
October 1954 and received basic
training at Fort Gordon, Ga. He
was last stationed at Augusta,
Ga.
The 21 year old soldier was
graduated from River
View
High School, Hickman, Ky., in
1954. His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Dickenson, live at 109
Water St., Clinton, Ky.
Marine Sgt. Donald J. Parton,
,on of Mrs. Dorothy Parton of
109 W. State Line, and husband
of the former Miss Peggy Owen
of Highlands, all of Fulton, Ky.,
is serving with Headquarters
Squadron in the Marine Ex:hange at the Marine Corps Air
Station, Kaneohe Bay, Oahu,
T. H.
He reported to Oahu from the
Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, N. C. on September
14.
Before entering the service in
March 1954, he graduated from
South Fulton High School, South
Fulton, Tenn

Mrs. 13en Davis and Mrs. J.
C. Smith spent Monday in St.
Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe spent
Thursday in Memphis.
Mrs .C. E. Lowe and Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Adams of Fulton spent
the week end in St Louis, Mo.
They were accompanied home
by their uncle, Mr. J. W. Ryerson who will visit here several
days.
•
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham and
children visited her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem over the
weekend.
David Long was honored on
his birthday Tuesday afternoon
with a party given by his mother. Guests included members of
his Cub Scout den and served
other friends. The boys enjoyed
games and pony rides and late
in the afternoon birthday cake
and ice cream was served.
Mrs. Billy Copeland and children visited Mrs. Williams E.
Long Monday afternoon.
Mr. and M. Almus Polsgrove were hosts Friday night
to the Young People's Sunday

School Class of Johnson's Grove
Church. The group enjoyed a
weiner roast on the back lawn.
There were 22 present. Mrs.
Hershel McKinney is the teacher of this class.
Mr. and Mrs. George McDaniel
and Mr. Horton McDaniel of
Louisville are visiting relatives
here and in Union City.
Mrs. Mattie Rogers and Mrs.
Bill Rogers and Linda spent the
weekend in Nashville visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond.
Mrs. Rogers remained to spend
several weeks.
Joe Royce Lowe is home after
receiving a medical discharge
from the U. S. Air Force.
Albert Mayhall spent Sunday
at Reelfoot Lake.

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW
Insurance and Real Henke
For Best Service in Firs
and Automobile Insurance
SEE

Charley Stephenson

You don't have to look this
hard to see why. Pride=

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

Laundry is tops in Laundry
and Cleaning! Just phone 14.

Watshee. Clocks and Thee
Fleece al AU Kinds Urnrately Repaired at law Cad
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

DEWEY JOHNSON'

A

new electric range will do for your kitchen what

built 10 sIWO you ihe BIG money!

a new dregs does for you. Its gleaming, smart goodlooks change the whole appearance of the room. And,
you get the wonderful feeling of knowing you're in

We've got the trucks that are designed, styled and built for today's
modern truck needs.

the "latest style." Nothing measures up to electric cooking_ So be proud of your kitchen, your cooking and
your range — cook electrically! See your dealer soon.

WIRE FOR
MODERN

LIVING

If your honors lacks 240-volt velr•
ing for this and other major
appliances, your dealer con ad.

ft14#0e...edefe"

with

1:111.1 HOUSEPOWER

rise you on plans tor its Installation Our offic• will be
glad to offisr recommendations
on any wiring changes or addition, you dosiro

0**
At the Capitol Plaza—a hotel of unusual
charm located opposite the Union Station
Plaza. Noted ipr its genuine hospitality,
comfortable accommodations, and for its
unusual food. Parking Lots and near by
Garage facilities. Radio in every room.
Air-conditioned guest rooms available.
300 modern rooms from $3

DODGE HOTEL
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

They're styled for today, with
smart new colors, including bright
two-tone combinations. Styled for
functional good looks. Built for surprisingly relaxing comfort Designed
for extra safety, with greatest lookahead visibility of any leading make.
And for all their style, they still
feature the famous INTERNATIONAL
dependability and long life that save

you the BIG money —1,ae long range
operating and maintenklim costa.
The pickup and the combination
stock-rack-and grain model you see
here, are just two from the world's
most complete line of farm trucks—
to give you a choice that lets you
pick the right truck for your job.
How long has it been since you
drove ale INTERNATIONAL? Come on
in and see What we mean! And take
advantage of our Individualized
Thick Payment Plan. See you soon?

INTERNATIONIAI:
PUPC114:
it11-1,... A

Ii0111 10

h 4,1

e•lola

ii

Mb

WASHINGTON, D.C.

E. J. HARRIS, Managing

Director
HENRY J. LEMANSK1, General Manager

Fulton. Ky.
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PURCHASE 4-H CHAMPIONS WILL BE
NAMED THURSDAY AT PADUCAH MEET
Purchase District 4-H Club
champions from the nine county area will be named at the
senior achievement meeting in
Paducah Thursday afternoon and
night.
The meeting, for senior county champions only, will begin
at 4 p.m. Achievement day for
junior champions will be held
at Mayfield at another date.
The Paducah Retail Merchants Association will host the
youngsters to a oanquet in the

Most Tennessee
Medical Students
Study At UT
Out of 201 new Tennessee
students admitted to the nation's medical schools last year,
158—or 78.6 per cent—are attending the University of Tennessee College of Medicine.
The figures were compiled for
the 1955-56 academic year by
the Amercan Medical Association's council on medical education and hospitals.
The largest number of students. 21, not enrolled at U-T are
attending Vanderbilt University
School of Medicine. Eight are
at Meharry Medical College,
Nashville. and two at Howard
University School of Medicine,
Negro institutions. The remaining 12 students from Tennessee
are enrolled at medical schools
throughout thecountry.
The figures also showed that
state-supported schools charge
an average tuition fee of $684
per year for students whose '
parents are bona fide residents
of the state. Tuition fees for
Tennessee students at U-T are
$450 per year.

courthouse dining rooms.
McCracken County club members, host for the event, will
assist in registration of boys and
girls from other counties.
Stale 4-H staff workers will
be on hand to interview the
county champions as they vie
for district wins with their records on many projects. Records
of district winners will be
judged for state honors at Lexington.
-Those from Fulton County
that Will attend this meeting
are Linda Arrington, Leadership; Margaret Guthrie, clothing; Elaine Butler, canning;
George Burnette, dairying; Afton Jackson, swine. They will
be accompanied on the trip•by
John Watts, County Agent and
Mrs. Bertha McClod, Home
Demonstration Agent.

SHOE REBt'ILDNG
For a fraction of the cost of
new shoes, you can have oldshoe comfort with that new shoes look! Here's what our
complete shoe re-building includes:
• Full soles with concealed

stitching
• New heels, fresh heel pads
for insides
• All rips and tears neatly
sewn.

NOTICE

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF A&P's THRILLING
GOOD-WILL OFFER- TO OBTAIN A
90099 WORLD-HONORED ENCYCLOPEDIA
AT LESS THAN ¼th OF ITS REAL WORTH!
GET A BOOK-A-WEEK 'TIL YOUR SET IS COMPLETE!
The World Honored
25 Volume
STAN
UNIDARD
V
ERSAL

How Chriatian
Science fleala
"MY HELP COMETH
FROM THE LORD"
WM,(Me se.) Sumlay 10 saw

wajk from my office to the con- if he has any, stand by and let
Miss Martin —"Harold, what's' where a' whole lot of whites kill
trol-room finds me hoping be- him stomp, jump, shake, rattle,
(Continued from Page One)
nd hope that Elvis Presley cough, sneeze, cramp, rigger, the difference between a battle a few Indians. and a massacre
I
looks all the world like one of would drop daid
is where a whole lot of Indians
scream and convulse himself and a massacre?"
the Dead-End kids with his face
Harold Frazier 'A battle is kill a few whites."
Into confusion and they don't
washed. The soot-suits and the
even offer him the Salk vaccine
Fortunately I have never actpink • Cadillac contribute nothing to his ability, but so-what, ually seen Eh is Presley in acI dunno, I'm looking for a
the kids seem to drool when he tion. I have sven actors do imidifferent
future. I'm hoping that
tations
of him and on amateur
goes into his St. Vitus dance
talent shows I see young folks when our children get to be
with a song on his lips.
trying to get world famous with teen-agers the music craze will
be something calm and
Many days I sit out at the Presley antics. Of course none and relaxing . like soothing
the aura
of
them
anywhere
come
near
radio station
of afternoons
around a tomb-stone that
when its time for Kellie Lowe to out-pressing Presley, I am told "Here Lies Elvis Presley says
.
get going on his Cat-Time Sere- and if that's the case it seems A Sp6ok Who Shook."
nade. In one call after another, to me he has to be hog-tied to
1 hare reopened the White Way Barber
sometimes at the same time I get within reach cf the recordSOCIAL SECURITY
hear the young folks assk for ing.
Hound Dog, Don't Be Cr-o--o--1,
Shop located on Lake Street in the building
The national • security proHeartbreak Hotel, Lordy Miss
If I had a child with a nervous gram has paid out
$5,000,000
.000
Clardy, Blue-Suede Shoes, Love condition like Elvis Presley's
I to 7.000,000 men, women and
Me Tender and a wild and wooly Would have him under
formerly known as Warren's Pool Room.
the-care children since tits organization
number called. Shake-Rattle- of Mayo Brothers. Yet. Elvis,
in in the middle Thirties, accordAnd-Roll which darned near the sight of the world and
inknocks me out of the chair while nocent children with impres- ing to a report by Commissioner
Schottland of the Social Securon the phone. With martyr-like sionable minds, acts like
JACK HOGG — CHARLIE SLOAN
a
Administration's
Departduty I take the requests into the souped-up Ford with two spark ity
ment
of
Health,
Education
and
control-room and that little plugs missing and his parents,
Welfare

M4 Main

aseinassiivrairowi
nuoiwnamennisoier•sinaiteAstorastftits

Fulton

ulgK

ENCYCLOPEDIA
VOL. NO.2 GOES ON SALE TODAY-!

WORTH $4.00
A VOLUME

VOLUME NO.1 IS STILL ON SALE!

with $2.50
in purchases

2a- is your
best mattress buy.
IT CAN'T S.1 G

WAGRIALLS

Then,
Each Week, Another
Volume of the Set -

Go to any A&P Food Store.
Them you will find Volume No. 1 of the set, on sale for
(with $2.50 in other purchases) and Volume No. 2 on sole for only 25c
only 99c
(with any purchase).
Pick up Volumes No. 1 and 2, and take them home with you. During
the next week, pick up Volume No. 3, for only 99c.
Each week, a succeeding volume of the set will be placed on sale
by
all A&P Food Stores, until ALL the volumes of the complete set
have
been placed on sale.
Thus, by picking up a volume a week, you will soon own this complet
magnificent encyclopedia set. And, what's more, you will hove acquiree
this set at an amazing bargain—LESS THAN ONE-FOURTH of d
its
actual value. This complete set is a GUARANTEED $100.00 VALUE.
See the GUARANTEE of A&P Food Stores.
So pick up Volumes No. 1 and 2, and start building your set right
away.
... on your very next shopping trip to any A&P Food Store.
And remember this wonderful FUNK & WAGNALLS
set is on sale EXCLUSIVELY at A&P Food Stores.
This is our greatest GOOD-WILL offer
and we hope all of our customers
will take advantage of it!

Until Your Set's Complete

A (ordinary mattress).
Springs wired together.
Press one, others sag.
8 (Beautyrest). Coils
individually pocketed.
Act separately. No sag.

with any
purchase

IT LASTS LONGER

w.GUAR
Ask
roe, soANTEE

Pounded by Torture Tester at
United States Testing Co.,
Beautyrest lasted twice as
long as next best mattress.

IT IS CERTIFIED POSTURE-RIGHT
A (ordinary mattress). Wired together springs sag together.
Result "hammock{ position, curved spine, improper rest.
B (Beautyrest). Each of 837 coils adjusts to weight above.
Result: perfect support, straight spine, healthful sleep.

The
Deluxe Edition
25 VOLUMES-9,446 PAGES
5,850,000 WORDS-30,000 SUBJECTS-5,750
MAPS, ILLUSTRATIONS DRAWINGS AND DIAGRAMS.
Each Volume is 8/
1
2 Inches High and VI Inches Wide, and
Contains Approximately 200,000 words on 375 doublecolumned Pages!—Science, History, Nature, Geography, Inventions,
Medicine, Engineering, Industry, Sports, Music, Art Drama, etc.

EVERY FAMILY NEEDS A FINE ENCYCLOPEDIA

eivt446
Viet
' STANDARD
or

EXTRA-FIRM
You have a choke of two Beautyrest models the Standard
(Normal-Firm) model and the Extra-Firm model. Either way
you get the best because either way it's Beoutyrest. Come
in and see, and feel, both arid take your choice.

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street
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Phone 185

Airs GOOD-WILL OFFER to old and n•w customers
makes it possible for you to acquire a wonderful
FUNK It WAGNALLS •ncyclopedia set
at
REAL
bargain, in the very easiest way possible o

On• of th• most useful po
ions any horn* can
bay• is a truly fine, authentic, comprehen
sive ENCYCLOPEDIA SET
The student in school or university
—the man in
.usiness - the housewife all have
reason to want
be able to find the facts, Heady
stated,
and easy
is understand
An encyclopedia is not an •xpensis in
th• tru• sense
.he word It is an INVESTMENT
- an investment in

brooder knowledge and better understanding—an investment In being able to cope better, more happily,
and more successfully in a fast-moving world where
more and more education is the key to better living,
better jobs, better life, end, we kept a better world
Especially, if you have children in school, you
should hove a useful, modern encyclopedia set in your
horn• A useful, up-to-dot. encyclopedia is the finest
grade builder and inc•ntiv• to good, thorough home
work for any boy or girl in school or college, Start
NOWI this good-will off•r is EXCLUSIVELY AT ALP
Fond Stores!

Exclusively at
•MII.C• 5

1 0111MOST

TIN GMT ATLANTIC

1000 II iAft

SINCI

ilie

PACIFIC TIA COMPANY

